


Abstract

Low-Latency Massive MIMO Design over Practical Channels

by

Xu Du

With the emerging time-critical applications, low-latency communica-

tion is the focus of the next-generation wireless network, which is labeled

as 5G. One of the key enabling technologies of 5G is massive MIMO or

base-stations with tens to hundreds of antennas. In this thesis, I design

cross-layer transmission control for massive MIMO and demonstrate that

high throughput can be achieved at less than 1 ms latency.

The latency minimizing transmission control design requires the cor-

rect understanding and abstraction of the physical radio propagation. To

understand the unique propagation properties of massive MIMO, I mea-

sure the wireless channel in-the-wild with Rice Argos platform. Surpris-

ingly, I find user channels can still be of high correlation even when users

are tens of wavelengths apart. More specifically, near one-third of far-

away users have a correlation that is more than twice the correlation in

i.i.d Rayleigh fading model. Using spatial signal processing and modeling,

I pinpoint the root cause of the observed user correlation to be the shared

angles-of-departure. Furthermore, I capture the measured user channel

correlation on system performance. I find that with proper beamforming,

massive MIMO can still achieve a linear growth in system achievable rate

via multiplexing correlated users. The measured high user correlation is
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in direct conflict with the widely-adopted working assumption that user

channels are independent. Therefore, my measurement findings and anal-

ysis collectively demonstrate the need for new multiuser channel modeling

and open doors for better multiuser system designs.

To understand the structure of the latency-optimal control, I perform

cross-layer optimizations for single-user massive MIMO systems. I first

present a Markov decision process based algorithm which computes the

latency-optimal control at the cost of high computational complexity. To

reduce complexity, I propose a low-complexity deterministic transmission

control, Large-arraY Reliability and Rate Control (LYRRC). At the large

array regime, LYRRC not only can achieve any throughput point inside

the feasible rate region but also leads to optimal latency, which dimin-

ishes with the array size. Using simulations based on over-the-air channel

traces, I demonstrate that LYRRC achieves 20⇥ latency reduction over

the state-of-the-art design. In addition, for users with near orthogonal

channels, I demonstrate that LYYRC provides the latency-optimal trans-

mission control for multiuser massive MIMO. However, LYRRC cannot

be directly extended to the more challenging multiuser massive MIMO

systems where high user correlation can exist.

To guarantee low-latency over practical channels with user correla-

tion, I propose a new low-complexity stochastic optimization framework

that carefully balances queueing, re-transmission, user correlation, and

throughput. The proposed cross-layer control consists of three key com-

ponents: a). MAC that generates user selection by balancing queueing

with user correlation; b). Transmission rate adaption that balances queue-

ing with re-transmission; c). Congestion controller that balances queueing



with throughput. Using the measured channel traces, I evaluate the pro-

posed low-complexity cross-layer framework. My simulations show that

the proposed scheme can achieve over 83% of the system throughput ca-

pacity with less than 1 ms latency. In addition, I find and demonstrate

that LTE-type fixed rate adaption based design leads to protocol deadlock

in real-world massive MIMO systems, which leads to almost no through-

put and large latency.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Attracted by its superior physical layer performance, massive MIMO will be part of

the 5G wireless networks. However, the control design perspective, especially the

latency-oriented control designs, for massive MIMO still remains unclear. In this

thesis, we answer the open question of:

How to achieve low-latency communication in massive MIMO systems?

To answer the open question, this thesis consists of two major parts. Using mea-

sured channels in-the-wild, we first characterize the properties of the real-world mas-

sive MIMO channels and comment on the physical layer designs. Based on the mea-

sured channels, we then design cross-layer controls that achieve both high throughput

and low-latency.
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1.2 Related Works

1.2.0.1 Massive MIMO Physical Layer Analysis

Most of the existing work on massive MIMO focuses on the physical layer aspects,

a layer at which latency optimization can not be addressed. The majority of the

past massive MIMO works, including [7, 8], consider i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels

and predicted many performance benefits. Massive MIMO was shown to provide

higher spectral e�ciency [7, 8], wider coverage [7, 8] and easier network interference

management [7, 8] than traditional MIMO. The rate performance impact and train-

ing over-head reduction due to base-station antenna correlation has been studied in

details [9–12]. For FDD systems, [13] uses spatial information to reduce the pilot

overhead in channel estimation. The majority of past massive MIMO analysis work

assumes the user channels are near orthogonal. And the performance implication

from user correlation is relatively less known.

1.2.0.2 Past Work on Cross-Layer Optimization

There are prior works that optimized the retransmission process either for throughput

maximization [14] or energy e�ciency [15] maximization. In addition, cross-layer

optimization [16–19] is known to have the potential to achieve latency reduction.

For a point-to-point system, past studies [20–23] showed that using the queue-length

information for transmission rate control can reduce queueing latency.

Stochastic optimization also has been proposed to solve wireless network optimiza-

tion in [24–27]. However, the studies usually assume that perfect state knowledge is

known and the channel is i.i.d. There exist recent e↵orts that try to explore the

channel memory [28] for better throughput. However, the state-of-the-art analysis

can only handle ON/OFF type single antenna systems (SISO channels), which can-

not be directly applied to massive MIMO systems.
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1.3 Main Contribution

1.3.1 Modeling the Multiuser Channels

We first performed over-the-air measurement to characterize the multiuser massive

MIMO channels. Based on a diverse measurement dataset using a 64-antenna array,

and subsequent analytical evaluation, our key findings are as follow:

1. We demonstrate that the close-by user channels correlation do not obey the

conditions required by “favorable propagation”. We discover that increasing

base-station array size M does not reduce channel correlation for close-by users

for M > 20.

2. Via a spatial ray-tracing argument, we demonstrate that user channel corre-

lation can still be positive even when base-station has an infinite number of

antennas. We find that users that have angle-of-departures with a di↵erence

smaller than the angle spread will always have positive channel correlation.

Specifically, we study the channel correlation of two users whose channels con-

sist of L paths. With infinite array size, the expectation of the square of the

user channel correlation is 1
L

⇣
✓̃

2�

⌘2
, where ✓̃ and 2� are the angle-of-departure

overlap and the angle spread of the paths, respectively.

3. We propose a channel model that utilizes the user channel covariance matrix

to capture the observed user correlation. Based on the proposed channels with

user correlation, we compute the rates of zero-forcing and conjugate based mas-

sive MIMO systems in closed-form. We reveal that the channel hardening e↵ect

still holds and the achievable rate of User k converges to log (1 + dkM�kpk) with

large array, where �k and pk are the large-scale channel gain and transmission

power, respectively. For zero-forcing algorithm, the SNR loss due to user cor-
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relation is captured by dk 2 [0, 1], which is independent of array size M . Due

to user correlation, for conjugate beamforming, dk contains interference terms

that grow linearly with M . As a result of the linearly growing interference, the

popular conjugate beamforming algorithm is no longer optimal and only leads

to a finite rate as M !1.

1.3.2 Achieving Diminishing Latency Over MISO Channel

We then design the latency minimizing control design for a single user massive MIMO

system to understand the structure of latency-optimal control. To the best of our

knowledge, Chapter 3 is the first work to identify the tradeo↵ between retransmission

latency and queueing latency. We further optimize the error rate and transmission

rate policy to achieve the optimal tradeo↵. The main contributions of our work are

the following:

• We formulate the reliability constrained latency-minimization problem as the

joint control design of the error rate and the transmission rate policy. We cast

this optimization problem as a Markov decision process and solve it by value

iteration.

• Because Markov decision process does not provide insights on the optimal con-

trol, we develop a deterministic control for large-array systems with constant

arrival rate, which is an important 5G URLLC type of tra�c (like the time-

sensitive VoIP service). The joint error rate and transmission rate policy is

labeled as Large-arraY Reliability and Rate Control (LYRRC). LYRRC is a

low complexity, closed-form solution to the latency minimization problem in the

large-array regime: The optimal transmission rate is 2�, where � is the packet

arrival rate. The optimal error rate of the physical layer is F⌘

⇥
1

M1�⇢

�
1 + K

⌧

�⇤
,

where F⌘ is the CDF of the e↵ective channel gain (defined later), M is the
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array size, K is the number of users, and ⇢ is the tra�c arrival load over link

capacity. The ⌧ is the number of uplink pilots, which captures the impact of

interference from imperfect channel knowledge. Furthermore, we discover that

the total latency is determined by the array size M , the number of pilots ⌧ , the

number of served users K, and ⇢. In particular, for ⇢ 2 [0, 1), we show that the

average waiting time diminishes to zero as the array size increases to infinity.

• To verify LYRRC’s performance and usefulness in the wild, we measure massive

MIMO channels on the 2.4 GHz with Rice Argos platform [2], which consists of a

64-antenna base-station and multiple mobile users. Based on the measurements,

we find LYRRC with 5G self-contained frame [29–31] can simultaneously meet

the 1 ms latency and 99.9999% reliability criterion. Under the same conditions,

the best latency of fixed error rate control policies (10% error rate) is more than

5 ms. On the measured channels, we find that LYRRC provides 400⇥ latency

reduction compared to current LTE transmission control (10% error rate with

peak power control). Compared to the best (queue-length based) rate adaption

with fixed error rate (10%), LYRRC achieves a 20⇥ latency reduction.

1.3.3 Stochastic Latency Minimization Over Practical Mul-

tiuser Channels

Finally, we formulate the multiuser latency minimization problem and solve it by

proposing a stochastic optimization framework. Our major contributions are:

• We formulate the throughput maximization and latency minimization problem

as a cross-layer control design on congestion control, user selection, and rate

adaption.

• Based on measure channels, we demonstrate that the popular fixed CQI based
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rate mapping leads to protocol deadlock, which results in low throughput and

high latency.

• We propose DIRECT, which solve the optimization via the jointly balancing

queueing, retransmission, correlation, and throughput. Using numerical exper-

iments over measured channels, we demonstrate that DIRECT can achieve the

most capacity at low latency.

1.4 Thesis Outlines

Chapter 2 provides insights based on the measured channels and proposes theoretical

explanations. Chapter 3 provides the latency-optimal cross-layer control for a single-

user massive MIMO systems. A direct extension to multiuser systems where user

channels are semi-orthogonal is also provided. In Chapter 4, we propose a stochastic

optimization framework that minimizes the latency over practical multiuser massive

MIMO channels with user correlation. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes results in this

thesis and highlights some future research opportunities.



Chapter 2

Practical Channels: Shared Angles-of-Departure

Induced User Correlation

In practical environments, recent massive MIMO measurements demonstrate that

user channels can be correlated. In this chapter, we study the user channel corre-

lation induced by shared angles-of-departure. We first derive the user correlation

distribution in the large array regime, and then examine the user correlation using

actual measurements from a large array. As a data-driven observation, we discover

that the correlation of all close-by users is higher than 0.4 and barely reduces as

the number of base-station antennas M increases beyond 36 antennas. Furthermore,

nearly one-third of users, even when they are tens of wavelengths apart, have a cor-

relation that is more than twice the correlation of an i.i.d. Rayleigh fading model.

Lastly, we characterize the impact of user correlation on system performance. As

M increases, we show that conjugate beamforming systems su↵er a linearly growing

inter-user interference due to correlated channels. However, for zero-forcing beam-

forming systems, the inter-user interference is a constant that does not increase with

M . In particular, zero-forcing beamforming systems can serve a linearly increasing

number of correlated users and achieve a linear growth in the system achievable rate
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as M increases. Hence, spatial multiplexing correlated users can be an attractive

massive MIMO design. Finally, it is remarked that material in this chapter is also

presented in [32].

2.1 Introduction

Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is one of the key 5G components

due to its potential benefits, including increased spectral e�ciency [33, 34], wider

coverage region [7,8,35], reduced channel variation [7,8], and simplified physical layer

precoding [33]. A commonly used model in the performance analysis of massive

MIMO is the i.i.d. model, where the user channels become orthogonal as the number

of base-station antennas increases. This mutual orthogonality is sometimes referred

to as “favorable propagation” [33–38].

As we move away from the assumption of favorable propagation, relatively less

is known about the performance of massive MIMO. For i.i.d. Rayleigh fading chan-

nel, it is well-known that user channels are orthogonalized with a large number of

base-station antennas. For spatial channels with various array configurations, past

work [39–41] demonstrates that user channels are near orthogonal if the spatial paths

are of independent angles-of-departure (AoDs) or the AoDs di↵erences of spatial paths

are larger than O (1/M), where M is the base-station array size. Therefore, if the user

channels consist of paths with distinct or independent AoDs, favorable propagation

is likely to happen.

However, in practical propagation environments, di↵erent users can share one or

more paths with the same AoDs at the base-station. Fig. 2.1 depicts an example of

two users sharing one common AoD due to scatter sharing. Note that the angles-of-

arrival at the users can be di↵erent in the AoD sharing paths. The sharing of common

scatterers is known to happen more often when users are close-by. For example,
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of a two-user massive MIMO downlink channel that consists of three angles-of-departure
(AoDs). AoD 2 is shared by the two users and AoD 1, 3 are not shared by the two users. On the shared AoD 2, the
two users’ AoDs with respect to the base-station are the same due to scatter sharing. Note that the angles-of-arrival
at the users are di↵erent. Later in Section 2.3, we prove that User 1 and User 2 channels can be highly correlated
even when the base-station has a large number of antennas.

the COST 2100 models [42, 43] introduced the “visible region” concept to capture

the scatter sharing of close-by users. The high correlation of close-by users is also

confirmed by recent massive MIMO measurements [44–48]. Additionally, practical

propagation environments might contain keyholes [7, Chapter 7.3], which lead to

shared AoDs for even far-away users. Finally, in a practical deployment setting, the

array configuration [49] can limit the user channel orthogonality. For example, for an

array with a limited horizontal aperture, the spatial resolution of azimuth is limited.

Therefore, two paths with a similar elevation AoD but a small azimuth AoD di↵erence

cannot be distinguished by adding more antennas on the vertical domain.

If we accept the existence of shared AoDs, the user channels cannot be viewed as

independently distributed and can be of high correlation. It might seem natural for

a massive MIMO base-station to avoid spatial multiplexing correlated users [7,41], as

user correlation can reduce the e↵ective SINR in beamforming. However, not spatial

multiplexing correlated users can be sub-optimal. For example, spatial multiplexing

many slightly correlated users often leads to higher system achievable rate than spatial

multiplexing a few non-correlated users. Another example is that if all users are

correlated due to the keyhole e↵ect, spatial multiplexing correlated users can result

in a higher system achievable rate than just beamforming to one user. Thus, to

design massive MIMO systems for their intended use, a key question is how does
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the achievable rate and the optimal degree of spatial multiplexing change with user

correlation?

We answer this question by accepting the fact that di↵erent users may have one

or more paths of the same AoDs. We characterize the impact of such shared AoDs

via a combination of theoretical analysis and experiments. Our main contributions

are as follows:

1. We first adopt a spatial geometric channel model to compute the user correlation

when shared AoDs exist. In the large array regime, the user correlation of two

users is shown to converge to a random variable that is independent of the

number of base-station antennas M . As M increases, the mean of the square

of user correlation converges to a positive value that is proportional to the sum

of the gains of the AoD sharing paths.

2. To examine user correlation over-the-air, we collect a diverse massive MIMO

channel data set with a 64-antenna planar array. Our evaluation includes

both line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation environ-

ments with more than 11000 unique user channel vectors from 225 di↵erent

locations. The measured channels are now open-accessed at [50]. With a 64-

antenna base-station array, the channel correlation between all close-by users is

higher than 0.4. In our data set, the user correlation of close-by users reduces

very slowly when the number of base-station antennas M is larger than 36. For

users that are far-away, we find that the correlation of more than 28.6% users

is at least twice the correlation of i.i.d. Rayleigh fading. The observed user

correlation is near-constant across the 20 MHz measured band. Finally, we use

spatial signal processing to confirm that shared AoDs are the root cause of high

correlation for both close-by and far-away users.

3. To understand the system performance impact of user correlation, we character-
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ize the e↵ective SINR of massive MIMO with both user and base-station array

correlation. The base-station adopts conjugate beamforming or zero-forcing

beamforming to serve correlated users. For conjugate beamforming systems,

spatial multiplexing correlated users introduces inter-user interference that in-

creases linearly with M due to user correlation. For zero-forcing beamforming

systems, however, spatial multiplexing correlated users only results in a SINR

loss factor that does not increase with M . As a result, zero-forcing beamform-

ing systems can serve a linearly growing number of users while maintaining the

same SINR as M increases. We further utilize measured channels to demon-

strate that zero-forcing based systems can support a linearly growing number of

correlated users. Therefore, user correlation itself does not limit the multiplex-

ing gain of massive MIMO. And a proper beamforming design can help mitigate

the user correlation and make spatial multiplexing correlated users attractive.

Related Work: One of the early measurement work [51] first demonstrated that the

average far-away user correlation reduces as the number of base-station antennas

increases. By measuring tens of close-by user channels with uniform linear array [44,

45], uniform cylindrical array [44,48], uniform rectangular planar array [46,47], recent

channel measurements find that channels of close-by users can have high correlation.

Our measurements follows the same stream of past experimental work. We measured

and open-accessed user channels at 225 unique locations in both LOS and NLOS

environments with a 64-antenna calibrated array. During our measurements, we

observed high user correlation not only for close-by users, but also for 28.6% of the

far-away users. Using spatial signal processing, we confirm that the shared AoDs are

the root cause of high user correlation for both close-by and far-away users.

The performance of massive MIMO is usually evaluated in either i.i.d. Rayleigh

fading channel [33–38, 52, 53] or massive MIMO channel with base-station array cor-
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relation [8, 10–12, 54–56]. The reference in a recent review paper [57] provides more

details. In the evaluation of massive MIMO with base-station array correlation, the

channel vector of each user is usually considered independently distributed complex

Gaussian variables with a similar or di↵erent covariance matrix. As a result, any two

user channels are near orthogonal under the past evaluations, and correlation among

users is not captured. A special case of two users downlink with limited user correla-

tion and zero-forcing beamforming has been studied in [58]. This chapter generalizes

the past work to characterize a K-users massive MIMO performance under arbitrary

base-station correlation and arbitrary user correlation.

This chapter is organized as follows. We first describe the system model in Sec-

tion 2.2. Section 2.3 derives the user correlation of users with shared AoDs. We

present a channel measurement campaign and characterize the user correlation over-

the-air in Section 2.4. We quantify the system performance impact of user correlation

in Section 2.5. Numerical simulation is used to verify the analytical results in Sec-

tion 2.6. Finally, Section 2.7 concludes the main findings of this chapter.

Notations: Boldface represents vectors and matrices. We use | · | to denote the

magnitude of a complex number. And the l2-norm of a complex vector is k · k. The

space of the real number is R and C is the complex space. The complex Gaussian

and complex matrix Gaussian distributions are denoted by CN an MN , respectively.

The Kronecker product and matrix vectorization operations are denoted by ⌦ and

vec(·), respectively. The conjugate transpose and trace of a matrix H are denoted as

HH and trH, respectively. An M ⇥M identity matrix is IM . And diagonal matrix is

diag (·). Finally, an M -element all-ones (all-zeros) vector is 1M (0M) and a K ⇥M

all-ones (all-zeros) matrix is 1K⇥M (0K⇥M).
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2.2 System Model

We consider a single-cell massive MIMO downlink system with an M -antenna base-

station and K single-antenna mobile users. We assume that the base-station is

time synchronized with the K users. The downlink channel is GH, where G =

diag
�p

�1,
p
�2, . . . ,

p
�K

�
is the large-scale channel gains and H 2 CK⇥M denotes

the small-scale fading. The base-station adopts downlink beamforming to serve all K

users at the same time. Let the downlink beamforming matrix be V 2 CM⇥K . The

received signals by users then equal

y = GHVs+w, (2.1)

wherew 2 CK is the additive noise, whose elements follow standard complex Gaussian

distribution. The signal sequences s follow standard complex Gaussian distribution.

And the total transmission power is P , which equals E
⇥
trVVH

⇤
.

Prior to the data transmission, the base-station estimates the downlink channel

Ĥ 2 CK⇥M for beamforming. In this work, we adopt the following channel estimation

model [7, 59]

H = Ĥ+ H̃, (2.2)

where H̃ 2 CK⇥M is the estimation error matrix whose elements follow independent

complex normal distribution with zero mean and variance of �2
⌧
. The modeled es-

timation error is independent of the estimated channel, Ĥ. The channel estimation

quality is captured by the scalar �⌧ . Note that (2.2) is not limited to a specific chan-

nel estimation method and includes many channel estimation methods [7, 8, 57]. For

example, for a TDD system using per-antenna MMSE estimator based on orthogonal

uplink pilot sequences [7,33,34], �⌧ equals
q

1
1+pu

, where pu is the e↵ective SNR of the

uplink pilot sequence. Denote ĥk, h̃k, and vk as the estimated channel, estimation
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error, and beamforming weights of User k, respectively. Under the above model, the

received signal at User k then equals [7, 8]

yk =
p
�kĥ

H

k
vksk +

X

j 6=k

p
�kĥ

H

k
vjsj + wk �

p
�kh̃

H

k
Vs, (2.3)

where wk is the additive noise, and sk is the transmitted symbol. The first term

denotes the desired signal. And the other three terms in (2.3) represents the interfer-

ence from the beamforming algorithm, noise, and interference from imperfect channel

knowledge, respectively. In Section 2.3 and Section 2.4, we will utilize theoretical

analysis and measurements to characterize the user correlation of downlink channel

H. In Section 2.5, we will derive the e↵ective SINR under signal model (2.3) for

massive MIMO with both user and base-station correlation.

2.3 Modeling User Correlation: A Spatial Per-

spective

In this section, we characterize the impact of shared AoDs by considering a generalized

spatial geometric model. The spatial geometric models have been widely adopted to

model propagation environments in both standardizations [60] and research [7, 8, 39,

43]. This section characterizes the resulted user correlation distribution from shared

AoDs.

2.3.1 User Correlation Definition

The orthogonality of user channels is often measured by the cosine similarity, i.e.,

correlation of the downlink channel vectors. The correlation of User k1 and User k2
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equals

c (hk1 ,hk2) =
|hH

k1
hk2 |

khk1k khk2k
. (2.4)

In past massive MIMO literature [33–38], the desired pairwise channel orthogonality

is usually referred to as favorable propagation, which is defined as

c (hk1 ,hk2) = 0, for all k1 6= k2 k1, k2 = 1, 2, . . . , K. (2.5)

Therefore, a propagation environment is considered “favorable” if all user pair chan-

nels are mutually orthogonal. In practical systems with a finite number of antennas,

Condition (2.5) is always not satisfied. However, Condition (2.5) might be approxi-

mately satisfied in the large array asymptotic regime. We define such case as asymp-

totically favorable propagation, which is

lim
M!1

c (hk1 ,hk2) = 0, for all k1 6= k2, k1, k2 = 1, 2, . . . , K. (2.6)

In this section, we want to find if and under what condition would (2.6) be satisfied.

Furthermore, we are interested in characterizing how far a practical massive MIMO

system can be away from condition (2.6). Without loss of generality, we focus on

computing the correlation between two users whose channels are denoted by h1 and

h2.

2.3.2 Spatial Channel Model

A spatial geometric channel model describes the channel vector by modeling spatial

paths. The considered channel model is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The base-station is

equipped with a two-dimensional uniform planar antenna array on the xy-plane. In

total, there are L AoDs from the base-station to the two users.
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The base-station is equipped with an M -antenna uniformly spaced planar array.

There are Mx antennas on the x-axe, and My antennas on the y-axe. Let
�
✓
l

x
, ✓

l

y

�

be the l-th elevation and azimuth angle-of-departure. For a typical cellular network,

the base-station is elevated high above the ground and free from local scatterers.

Therefore, the base-station is in the far-field and the channel of User k equals

hk =
LX

l=1

q
gl
k
e
j�

l

ka
�
✓
l

x
, ✓

l

y

�
, (2.7)

where path gain and phase of Path l of User k are 0  g
l

k
< 1 and �

l

k
, respectively.

Here, a
�
✓
l

x
, ✓

l

y

�
is the array response vector for a plane wave at direction (✓x, ✓y),

which equals

a (✓x, ✓y) =
⇥
1, e

j�2⇡ sin ✓y cos ✓x , . . . , e
j�2⇡ sin ✓y [(Mx�1) cos ✓x+(My�1) sin ✓x]

⇤
, (2.8)

where � is the ratio between the antenna spacing and the wavelength of the carrier

frequency. It is noted that the spatial angles
�
✓
l

x
, ✓

l

y

�
are with respect to the base-

station array plane. For User k, if there is no path gain from base-station in AoD l,

then g
l

k
equals 0.

By channel model in (2.7), the distribution of each user channel is determined by

the gain, phase, and AoD of the L paths. Thus, the joint distribution of the path

parameters for the two users further determines the distribution of user correlation.

To facilitate the user correlation analysis, we make the following assumptions on the

distribution of the channel parameters:

• Random path phases: �l

k
⇠ U [0, 2⇡].

• Random angles: ✓l
x
⇠ U [0, 2⇡], and ✓

l

y
⇠ U [0, ⇡], for all l.

• Non-trivial 2D planar array: As M increases, the Mx and My both increase at
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a fixed ratio.

Firstly, the phase of each path follows an independent uniform random distribution

between 0 and 2⇡. The random phase assumption is justified by considering that the

distances traveled by the paths are much larger than the wavelength at the carrier

frequency. Additionally, the AoDs follow independent uniform distributions in both

elevation and azimuth. And the path gains can be any non-negative scalars.

The spatial model (2.7) can capture user paths of independent AoDs and shared

AoDs. For example, if gl1g
l

2 = 0 for all l, there is no shared AoDs and the AoDs is

independent for the two users. If gl1g
l

2 > 0, User 1 and User 2 channels both contain

contributions from AoD l, i.e., AoD l is shared. During our analysis, we compute the

user correlation by treating g
l

1 and g
l

2 as constants. In Section 2.3.4, we will discuss

the implications of the analysis by considering di↵erent combinations of gl1 and g
l

2.

2.3.3 User Correlation Analysis

With the spatial channel model in (2.7), we now characterize the user correlation

in the large array regime. We first demonstrate that the user correlation does not

necessarily diminish to zero if shared AoDs happen. Instead, as the number of base-

station antennas M ! 1, the user correlation converges in distribution to a non-

trivial random variable that is independent of M .

Theorem 1 (Convergence of User correlation) The user correlation converges

in distribution to a random variable that is independent of the number of base-station

antennas as

lim
M!1

c (h1,h2)
d!

�����

LX

l=1

s
gl1P
L

l=1 g
l

1

gl2P
L

l=1 g
l

2

e
j�̃

l

����� . (2.9)

Here, �̃l is an random variable that is uniform between 0 and 2⇡.
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To prove the theorem, the key step is to demonstrate that a normalized product

between two paths with independently random AoDs converges to zero. We provide

detailed proof in Appendix A. Theorem 1 shows that the asymptotic correlation

converges to the amplitude of the resulting field of a “random-walk problem” [61] on

the complex plane. Each “random-walk” step is of uniform random phase with a step

size of g
l

1P
L

l=1 g
l

1

g
l

2P
L

l=1 g
l

2
. Recall that if AoD l is shared, then g

l

1g
l

2 > 0. Therefore, when

the number of AoDs is finite, the asymptotic user correlation would not diminish

with shared AoDs. To provide insights into the structure of user correlation, we now

characterize its asymptotic mean and variance.

Corollary 1 (Equivalence of User Correlation and Shared Path Gain) In the

large array regime, the mean and variance of the square of the user correlation both

converge to fixed points. The mean is given by

lim
M!1

E
⇥
c
2 (h1,h2)

⇤
=

LX

l=1

g
l

1P
L

l=1 g
l

1

g
l

2P
L

l=1 g
l

2

, (2.10)

and the variance satisfies

lim
M!1

Var
⇥
c
2 (h1,h2)

⇤
=

P
L

l1=1

P
L

l2=1,l2 6=l1
g
l1
1 g

l1
2 g

l2
1 g

l2
2⇣P

L

l=1 g
l

1

P
L

l=1 g
l

2

⌘2 . (2.11)

The proof is immediate by characterizing the random variable that user correlation

converges to; Appendix B provides the proof details. Since
P

L

l=1 g
l

k
is the total

downlink path gain,
g
l

kP
L

l=1 g
l

k

denotes the path gain proportion of AoD l. Therefore,

Corollary 1 shows that the expectation converges to sum of the path gain products

of AoD sharing paths.

As a result of shared AoDs, two users that receive the dominant energy from

the same set of scatterers are correlated even when the array size is large. With
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a finite L, the user correlation converges to 0 if and only if no path share AoD,

i.e., g
l

1g
l

2 = 0, for all l. Recall that no path share AoD in (2.7) is equivalent to

users with independent AoDs. Therefore, past user correlation analysis on users with

independent AoDs [39–41] can be viewed as a special case of our analysis. To provide

insights into user correlation, we now consider some combinations of path gains.

2.3.4 Observations Regarding User Correlation

The closed-form nature of Corollary 1 allows us to compute and predict the user cor-

relation in various propagation environments. We now present some user correlation

observations, which are verified via numerical simulation.

Observation 1 – User Correlation Increases with Gain of AoD Sharing Paths: We

first show that higher gains of AoD sharing paths result in higher user correlation.

Consider the case of two AoDs with di↵erent combinations of path gains. Fig. 2.2(a)

presents the mean of the square of the user correlation obtained by numerical simula-

tions and Corollary 1. For the considered path gains, the asymptotic characterization

in Corollary 1 is accurate when the number of base-station antennas is larger than

49. The simulation also confirms that the user correlation increases with the gains of

the AoD sharing paths.

Observation 2 – Multipath Reduces Correlation: Corollary 1 also captures the

impact of the multipath on user correlation. Fig. 2.2(b) presents the theoretical

predictions and numerical simulations for two users with equal power gain across

varying number of paths, i.e., gl
k
= gk. For this case, Corollary 1 shows that

lim
M!1

E
⇥
c
2 (h1,h2)

⇤
=

1

L
. (2.12)
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(b) Multipath Reduces User Correlation

Figure 2.2: User correlations with shared AoDs in channel model (2.7). Here, we call the square of user correlation
as squared user correlation for short hand. In the simulation, square planar arrays with half-wavelength spacing
are used, i.e., Mx = My and � = 0.5. In (a), there are 2 AoDs with di↵erent path gains. Each red dashed
line corresponds to a di↵erent path gain combination. From the low gain in the shared AoDs to the high gain in
the shared AoDs, the path gain combinations used are [(0, 1) , (1, 0)], [(0.0625, 1) , (1, 0.0625)], [(0.25, 1) , (1, 0.25)],
[(1, 1) , (1, 1)], [(1, 0.25) , (1, 0.25)]. In (b), two users share all L paths with a same path gain.

Therefore, user correlation reduces with the multipath e↵ect. This observation matches

with the intuition that if L = 1 and two user channels are from the same AoD,

then two user channel correlation is 1. Recall that the popular i.i.d. Rayleigh fad-

ing channel models rich scattering environments with infinite paths, i.e., L = 1.

Hence, (2.12) also matches with the well-known result that user channel become or-

thogonal as M !1 in i.i.d. Rayleigh fading. In practical propagation environments,

the number of paths is limited [60]. And we expect users with shared AoDs to have

a non-zero correlation.

2.4 Measured User Correlations

In this section, we examine user channel correlation based on over-the-air measured

channels. The collected channel data set is also open-accessed for download at [50].

2.4.1 Measurement Setup
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(a) Argos Platform (b) Measurement Locations

Mobile Node

Base-Station

Calibration Node

(c) Measurement Setup (d) Calibration Node Setup

Figure 2.3: Argos [2] Massive MIMO base-station and the over-the-air measurements setup. The background map of
Fig. 2.3(b) is from Google Maps [3].
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2.4.1.1 Measurement Platform

We measure the OTA channels on the campus of Rice University near the Anne and

Charles Duncan Hall (N 29.720138o, W 95.39876o). The channels were measured by

using a massive MIMO base-station (developed as part of the Argos project [2]) and

mobile clients. The users are in a near stable environment. The measurements are

on the 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi ISM band with 20 MHz bandwidth. Both the base-station and

users are equipped with patch antennas with 3-dB beam-width of around 120-degree.

The 8⇥ 8 64-antenna array and a mobile user are shown in Figure 2.3(a).

2.4.1.2 Measured Locations

The channel between the base-station antennas and users from 4 line-of-sight (LOS)

clusters and 5 non-line-of-sight (NLOS) clusters are measured. Each cluster is of

circle-shape with a diameter of around 4 meters. Figure 2.3(b) presents the locations

of the massive MIMO station and user clusters. In each cluster, we measure the

user channels of 25 di↵erent uniformly selected locations. Therefore, the minimum

distance between two users from the same cluster is about 0.7 meters. In total, we

measure the mobile user channels in 225 locations. For each location, we measure

the uplink channel between a mobile user and the base-station of the 52 non-empty

subcarriers over the 20 MHz band in more than 140 frames. In our evaluations, we will

utilize all subcarriers from the first frame of each location. In total, we characterize

the user correlation over-the-air based on more than 11000 unique channel vectors.

2.4.1.3 Array Calibration for Antenna Phase Mismatch

For the Argos [2] massive MIMO base-station, each antenna is connected to an individ-

ual radio-frequency chain. During channel measurements, each base-station antenna

estimates its channel coe�cient by correlates the received signal with an uplink pilot
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sequence. As the phase-locked loop component of each radio-frequency chain intro-

duces an independent random phase to each antenna, the collected channel contains

mismatched phases across di↵erent base-station antennas and di↵erent measured lo-

cations. Such phase mismatch raises two critical issues in the examination of user cor-

relation. Firstly, the phase mismatch across base-station antennas makes the (uplink)

angle-of-arrival estimation infeasible. The reason is that the angle-of-arrival estima-

tion requires a phase synchronized array [4]. Secondly, phase mismatches across di↵er-

ent measurements obstruct the user correlation computation of channels measured at

di↵erent locations. The challenges comes from that the correlation computation (2.4)

requires that each base-station antenna have a fixed (relative) phase o↵set during

measurements of di↵erent users. Thus, array calibration of the phase mismatch is

essential for both the angle estimation and the user correlation computation.

To calibrate the phase mismatch, we introduce a calibration node in all mea-

surements. The calibration node is placed perpendicular to the array plane at the

direction of elevation angle 0� and azimuth 0�. The distance between the calibration

node and the base-station array is about 20 meters. The main path is at (0�, 0�).

Fig. 2.3(d) shows that there might exist an addition ground reflection path, which

is about 4.6� elevation away from the main path. Since the ground reflection path

should be of much lower gain and the angle di↵erence is small, the channel between

the calibration node and the array can be modeled as a (0�, 0�) = 1M . Therefore,

by measuring the uplink channel from the calibration node to the base-station, we

obtain the relative phase mismatch of each base-station antenna. To determine the

calibrated channel of each location, we measure the channels of both the mobile and

the calibration node in all channel measurements. The calibrated channel of each

location is then obtained by element-wise division of the mobile node channel over

the calibrate node channel.
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2.4.2 Experimental User Correlation Examination

We want to characterize the distribution of the user correlation as a function of the

user geolocational separation and the number of paths. Primarily, we are interested

in finding how often does the high user correlation happen. In evaluations, when

computing channel correlation for M < 64, we sub-sample square sub-arrays of di-

mension
p
M ⇥

p
M . For example, when M = 36, all antennas from the first 6 rows

and first 6 columns are selected. In all channel measurements, the measured channel

SNR of each antenna is over 15 dB. We hence compute the channel correlations by

treating the measured channels as perfect.

Finding 1 – Close-by User Channels Correlation Decays Very Slowly When M > 36:

We first evaluate the user channel correlation between close-by users from the same

cluster, i.e., intra-cluster correlation. Fig. 2.4(a) presents the computed intra-cluster

correlation of the 9 clusters whose locations are described in Fig. 2.3(b). Each data

point on each curve is obtained by averaging over 15600 unique channel pairs among

the 25 locations in the 52 subcarriers. And the error bar represents the variation of

intra-cluster across the 52 di↵erent subcarriers. The average user channel correlation

under i.i.d. Rayleigh fading is also presented as a benchmark. For user channels mea-

sured in LOS clusters, intra-cluster correlation reduces very slowly as M increases.

Over the measurements, we observed intra-cluster user channels correlation over 0.8

for all LOS clusters even when the base-station is equipped with 64 antennas. For

NLOS clusters, intra-cluster correlation reduces quickly when M is smaller than 25.

When M > 36, the intra-cluster correlation of NLOS clusters reduces very slowly or

does not decrease. And NLOS environments, in general, lead to lower intra-cluster

channel correlation than that of LOS environments. The lower intra-cluster correla-

tion in NLOS environments can be explained by the multipath e↵ect and matches

with Observation 2 in Section 2.3.4.
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In summary, for all clusters, an intra-cluster channel correlation of more than 0.4

is observed with the 64-antenna array. It is noted that the measured high intra-cluster

correlations agrees with past measurements of close-by users [44–48].
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Figure 2.4: Each computed intra-cluster and inter-cluster user channel correlation comes with the standard error bar.
The error bars denote the correlation variation across the 52 subcarriers. The two sub-figures share the same legend.
The solid black line is for i.i.d. Rayleigh fading. The solid and dashed colored lines are for NLOS and LOS clusters,
respectively.

Finding 2: Far-away Users Decorrelate Statistically Not Globally : We next shift our

attention to the channel correlation between users from di↵erent clusters, or inter-

cluster correlation. We first review the statistical average of the correlation between

the 25 users from each cluster to all other 200 users from the other clusters across the

52 subcarriers. Fig. 2.4(b) provides the calculation results, and each point of every

curve is acquired by averaging over 260000 unique channel pairs. The error bars show

the standard deviation across the 52 subcarriers. Unlike intra-cluster correlation,

the inter-cluster correlation does reduce as the number of base-station antennas M

increases, which agrees with past measurement of far-away users [51]. We remark

that the statistical average of the inter-cluster channel correlation can be higher than

that over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading.

To understand the slow correlation decay of the statistical average, we now ex-

amine the mean and standard deviation of the channel correlation between users

from any pair of clusters in Figure 2.5. Each grid of the matrix denotes the av-
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Figure 2.5: User correlation mean and standard deviation of measured channels with M = 64 between all pairs of
clusters. Each grid is the user channel correlation average or standard deviation between a cluster labeled by the
x-axis and a cluster labeled by y-axis.

erage channel correlation of a di↵erent cluster pair. The diagonal elements denote

the intra-cluster channel correlation (each averaged over 15600 channel vector pairs).

And the o↵-diagonal elements denote the channel correlation of users from di↵erent

clusters (each averaged over 32500 channel vector pairs). Interestingly, we find that

the inter-cluster correlation of some cluster pairs is still significant even with an array

size of 64. For example, between Cluster LOS 4 and Cluster NLOS 2, the inter-cluster

correlation is 0.522. And 28.6% of the 28 cluster pairs have inter-cluster correlation

at least twice of that in i.i.d. Rayleigh fading. In summary, the statistical average of

far-away user correlation reduces as the array size increases. However, some far-away

user pairs can still be of high correlation even with a 64 antenna array.

Finding 3 – High User Correlation Caused by Shared AoDs : The theoretical analysis

in Section 2.3 proves that shared AoDs lead to a significant correlation. To verify

that the shared AoDs are the root causes for over-the-air user correlation, we present

spatial angle estimation examples of the measured channels. We first consider the

intra-cluster correlation. Fig. 2.6(a) and 2.6(b) present the estimated angle energy

heat map of two di↵erent locations of NLOS 2. We find that the two locations
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share common angles near (28�, 0�) and (15�, 15�). The shared uplink angles-of-arrival

(downlink angles-of-departure) explain the observed 0.434 intra-cluster correlation

when M = 64 in NLOS 2.

Furthermore, we confirm that shared AoDs are also the root causes of far-away

but correlated users. For example, users from NLOS 2 is of correlation 0.525 with

users from LOS 4, which can be directly verified by the common angle estimated in

Fig. 2.6(a), 2.6(b), 2.6(d). To provide an example of user channels quickly orthogonal-

ize as array size increases, we consider the inter-clusters correlation between NLOS 3

and NLOS 2, which is 0.125 with 64 antennas. Fig. 2.6(c) shows the estimated angles

for a location in NLOS 3. Thus, the distinct spatial angles of NLOS 3 and NLOS 2

explain the low user correlation.

(a) NLOS 2, Location 1 (b) NLOS 2, Location 2 (c) NLOS 3, Location 1 (d) LOS 4, Location 1

Figure 2.6: The estimated power angle map of di↵erent users via using MUSIC [4] based on the measured channels.
Each point of each figure approximates the logarithmic energy of each direction.

Finding 4 – User Correlation Near Constant Across the Frequency Band : Finally, we

want to profile user correlation variance over di↵erent frequency subcarriers. The error

bars in Fig. 2.4 denote the variation of the intra-cluster and inter-cluster correlations

across the 52 subcarriers. Each grid of Fig. 2.5(b) presents the standard deviation

of the average user correlation among the 52 subcarriers. The small error bars in

Fig. 2.4 and small standard deviation values in Fig. 2.5(b) hence demonstrate that

the intra-cluster and inter-cluster correlation is near constant across the 20 MHz band.

In this section, we confirm that the shared AoDs are the root causes behind high
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user correlation in practical propagation environments. In our data set, the high user

correlation of close-by users barely reduces when M > 36. For 28.6% of far-away user

pairs, the shared AoDs result in a correlation that is more than twice the correlation

in i.i.d. Rayleigh fading model.

2.5 Performance Analysis With User Correlation

In Sections 2.3 and 2.4, we find that shared AoDs can result in high user correlation

that does not vanish with large number of base-station antennas. We now characterize

the impact of user channel correlation on the massive MIMO system performance.

The performance analysis requires special treatment of the channel model: For a

spatial channel model, like (2.7), the distribution of the K-user channel H is deter-

mined by the joint distribution of the gains and phases of all K users. However, the

joint distribution of these spatial parameters is extremely hard to measure over-the-

air. Additionally, it is well-known that the distribution of the parameters is highly

dependent on the propagation environment [60].

In this section, we first review the Kronecker’s channel model, which captures both

the base-station array and user correlation. Based on the statistical channel model,

we characterize the e↵ective SINR of massive MIMO with zero-forcing or conjugate

beamforming. We then comment on the impact of user correlation by considering a

special case that is motivated by channel measurements. The analysis in this section

will be later examined based on measured channels in Section 2.6.
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2.5.1 Multiuser Channel With User Correlation

To capture the joint distribution of the K user downlink channel H 2 CK⇥M , we

adopt the Kronecker’s channel model. The downlink channel H reads [62]

H = (Ru)1/2 Z
h�
Rb
�1/2iT

, (2.13)

where (Ru)1/2 and
�
Rb
�1/2

are the Cholesky decomposition of the user covariance

matrix Ru 2 RK⇥K and the base-station array correlation matrix Rb 2 RM⇥M ,

respectively. Thus, the channel correlation between User k1 and User k2 is the element

on the k1-th row and k2-th column in Ru. And each entry of Z 2 CK⇥M follows an

i.i.d. standard complex Gaussian distribution. Note that (2.13) allows us to assign

any user and base-station array correlation.

The model (2.13) generalizes many past used massive MIMOmodels. For example,

massive MIMO with base-station array correlation and no user correlation1 [8,10–12,

55] is the special case when Ru = IK . And i.i.d. Rayleigh fading [33–38, 52] is the

case when Ru = IK and Rb = IM . In Section 2.6, we will use numerical experiments

to evaluate the accuracy of the analysis based on model (2.13).

2.5.2 Beamforming Methods

Based on the estimated channel matrix, the base-station computes the downlink

precoding weights for data precoding. In this chapter, we consider Zero-Forcing (ZF)

1 It is noted that some past work assumes that each base-station user pair can have a di↵erent
base-station array correlation. Such case can be captured by letting Rb = IM and changing each
row of Z to follow complex Gaussian of CN

�
0M ,Rb

k

�
, where Rb

k 2 RM⇥M can di↵ers across users.

Notice that vec (Z) ⇠ CN
⇣
0KM⇥KM , R̃b

⌘
, where the R̃b is a diagonal block matrix with diagonal

blocks being Rb
k. Thus, the analysis on model (2.13) can also be extended at the cost of notations.

As the later analysis shows that the coupling between base-station and user correlation results in
complex notations, we focus on model (2.13) in the analysis. The measured channels will be used
to examine the analytical results in real propagation environments.
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and ConJugate (CJ) beamforming algorithms. For ZF and CJ, The beamforming

matrix V reads as [7]

V =

8
>><

>>:

p
dZFĤH

⇣
ĤĤH

⌘�1

, ZF

p
dCJĤH

k
, CJ

. (2.14)

where d
ZF and d

CJ are the normalization scalars for transmission power control.

Following the large body of past work [7, 8, 57], we capture the massive MIMO

performance by computing the e↵ective SINR of each user. Similar to past work,

we assume that each user only knows the ratio between actual channel gain and

the total interference power. This assumption is widely-adopted due to the chan-

nel hardening [38] e↵ect in massive MIMO. By treating interference as a worst-

case Gaussian noise, an ergodic achievable information rate of User k is given by

rk = log (1 + SINRk), where SINRk is the e↵ective SINR of User k. We now derive

the e↵ective SINR for massive MIMO with user and base-station array correlation.

2.5.3 E↵ective SINR Computation

The e↵ective SINR for both CJ and ZF are presented in this subsection.

Theorem 2 (CJ SINR) If CJ beamforming algorithm in (2.14) is used, the e↵ective

SINR of User k satisfies

SINRk =
d
CJ
�
R

u

kk
trRb �M�

2
⌧

�2

dCJ (ek1 + ek2 + ek3) +
1
�k

+ �2
⌧
P
, (2.15)

where R
u

kj
is the element on k-th row and j-th column in Ru and

ek1 = tr
h�
Rb
�T

Rb

i
(Ru

kk
)2 � 2trRb

�
2
⌧
R

u

kk
+M�

4
⌧
, (2.16)
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ek2 =
KX

j=1, j 6=k

(
tr
h�
Rb
�T

Rb

i h
R

u

kk
R

u

jj
+
�
R

u

kj

�2i
+

"
�
trRb

�2 �
X

m

�
R

b

mm

�2
#
�
R

u

kj

�2
)
,

(2.17)

ek3 =
KX

j=1, j 6=k

�
��2

⌧
trRb

�
R

u

kk
+R

u

jj

�
+M�

4
⌧

 
, (2.18)

d
CJ =

KP

(trRbtrRu �MK�2
⌧
)
. (2.19)

The proof is relegated to Appendix C. Similarly, we present the SINR for ZF.

Theorem 3 (ZF SINR) Assume that the rank of the estimated channel Ĥ is no

smaller than K. If ZF beamforming algorithm in (2.14) is used, the e↵ective SINR

of User k satisfies

SINRk = d
ZF �k

1 + �k�
2
⌧
P

=
P

E

hP
K

k=1
1
�k

i �k

1 + �k�
2
⌧
P
, (2.20)

where �k is the eigenvalues of matrix ĤĤH and the distribution of Ĥ 2 CK⇥M is

given by

vec
⇣
Ĥ
⌘
⇠ CN

�
0KM ,Ru ⌦Rb � �

2
⌧
IK ⌦ IM

�
. (2.21)

The proof is detailed in Appendix D. Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 presents the

e↵ective SINR of CJ and ZF based massive MIMO systems with correlation at both

the users and the base-station. Note that the e↵ective SINR of massive MIMO with

ZF contains fewer terms than the SINR of massive MIMO with CJ. The main reason is

that ZF projects the signal of other users onto the null space of the estimated channel

vector. However, the power normalization scalar of ZF, dZF, is more involved than

that of CJ. The complexity mainly comes from the matrix inversion over the estimated
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channel, which contains both user correlation and base-station array correlation.

If there exists no user or base-station array correlation, elements of Ĥ follow

simple independent Gaussian distribution and d
ZF can be immediately computed.

Directly compute dZF is challenging with correlation. If there exists only base-station

correlation and no user correlation, the estimated user channels ĥk are independent.

Past work [55–57] exploits such independence across users to approximate the dZF in

the large array regime whereM !1. In our analysis, the estimated user channels are

no longer independent. Therefore, such approximation techniques cannot be directly

applied to systems with both user and base-station correlation. We later will derive

d
ZF without approximation for a special case in Section 2.5.4.

2.5.4 Impact of User Correlation

In this subsection, we use the SINR characterized in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 for

insights into the interplay of imperfect channel estimation and user correlation on

the e↵ective SINR. Inspired by over-the-air channel measurements in Section 2.4, we

consider a special case of the downlink channel (2.13) as follows.

• Condition C1: The base-station array correlation is Rb = IM .

• Condition C2: The K users are distributed in N clusters. The intra-cluster

user correlation is modeled by ↵n 2 [0, 1), where n is the cluster index. The

inter-cluster user correlation is captured by a constant � 2 [0, 1). The number

of users in Cluster n is denoted by sn such that K =
P

N

n=1 sn. Thus, the

diagonals of Ru are 1. And the o↵-diagonal elements Ru

kj
equals ↵n if both

User k and User j are in Cluster n, or equals � when User k and User j are

from di↵erent clusters.
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Corollary 2 Under condition C1, if CJ beamforming algorithm in (2.14) is used, the

e↵ective SINR of User k satisfies that

SINRk =
M

P

K
(1� �

2
⌧
)

1 + �kP +M
�kP

K(1��2
⌧ )

P
j 6=k

�
Ru

kj

�2 , (2.22)

where R
u

kj
is the element on k-th row and j-th column in Ru.

The proof is immediate by substituting C1 into Theorem 2 and algebraic manipula-

tions. Corollary 2 captures the e↵ect of channel estimation error and user correlation

on e↵ective SINR. The three terms on the denominator capture the receiver noise,

interference from limited number of base-station antennas, and interference from user

correlation. The imperfect channel estimation reduces the SINR by lowering the

signal power and increasing the inter-user correlation. The interference power from

limited number of base-station antennas does not increase with M , which is similar to

previous results [7,8] for systems without user correlation. More importantly, the user

correlation leads to a new interference whose power scales linearly with the number

of base-station antennas. Therefore, the new interference from user correlation lim-

its the performance of massive MIMO systems with CJ. We now derive the e↵ective

SINR for ZF.

Corollary 3 Under condition C1 and C2, if ZF beamforming algorithm in (2.14) is

used, the e↵ective SINR satisfies that

SINRk =
d
ZF
�k

1 + �k�
2
⌧
P
, (2.23)

where the power normalization scalar dZF is given by

d
ZF = (M �K)P

(
NX

n=1

sn [fn � (↵n � �)]

fn (1� �2
⌧
� ↵n)

� �
P

N

n=1 sn/f
2
n

1 + �
P

N

n=1 sn/fn

)�1

, (2.24)
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where fn = 1� �
2
⌧
� sn� + ↵n(sn � 1).

The proof can be found in Appendix E. The first step is to show that, un-

der C1, ĤĤH is a complex Wishart matrix with scale matrix of Ru � �
2
⌧
IK . The

rest of proof is matrix manipulations on the matrix inversion trace via the Sher-

man—Morrison—Woodbury matrix identity under C2. Interestingly, under the de-

scribed correlation structure C1 and C2, the e↵ective SINR can be derived in closed-

form. The SINR loss from user correlation is captured by a complex constant in (2.24).

And the SINR loss constant is independent of the number of base-station antennas

M . Therefore, ZF with user correlation achieve the same SINR as ZF without user

correlation but with a reduced large scale channel gain. And the SINR loss factor

d
ZF (2.24) is monotonically decreasing on ↵n, which matches the intuition that user

correlation reduces e↵ective SINR.

A crucial performance metric of any spatial multiplexing system is the number of

users that can be multiplexed. For massive MIMO systems with i.i.d. Rayleigh fading

channel, the user channels become more orthogonal as M increases. As a result, when

M increases, a growing number of users (proportional to M) can be supported while

maintaining the same e↵ective SINR [7].

When shared AoDs happen, the mean of the square of the user correlation con-

verges to a positive constant as M grows. For a group of correlated users, it might be

natural to expect that such user correlation limits the multiplexing gain. However,

the analysis shows di↵erently. Consider a special case when there are K users with

user correlations being ↵. The power normalization scalar dZF in (2.24) then becomes

d
ZF =

M �K

K

�
1� �

2
⌧
� ↵

� 
1 +

↵

1� �2
⌧
+ ↵ (K � 2)

�
P. (2.25)

The SINR loss from spatial multiplexing more correlated users converges to a fixed

point of (1� �
2
⌧
� ↵) as K increases. Therefore, with ZF, the number of users K
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can still scale linearly with M while the per-user SINR stays the same. The main

reason that the user correlation does not reduce the level of multiplexing is that the

dimensions of the null space of the beamformer (M �K) also grows linearly with M .

In Section 2.6, we use numerical experiments to exam the e↵ective SINR analysis.

Finally, we remark that our analysis focuses on single-cell systems and does not

capture the pilot contamination e↵ect [7, 8] from pilot reuse of neighboring cells.

Similar to the case of no user correlation, decontamination techniques should be

applied to overcome the coherence interference from the pilot reuse in systems with

user correlation. For example, [56] recently demonstrates that multicell joint ZF or

MMSE transmission can reject the coherent interference from pilot contamination if

the pilot-sharing users’ base-station array covariance matrix is asymptotically linearly

independent, which is most likely to hold over-the-air.

2.6 Numerical Evaluations

Section 2.5 presents the e↵ective SINR of massive MIMO with user and base-station

array correlation. We first evaluate the accuracy of the theoretical analysis over

channel model generated with the statistical channel model (2.13). The measured

channels [50] are then used to validate the theoretical analysis. During the evaluation,

we consider base-station with di↵erent number of antennas and evaluate the downlink

user rate. Finally, the power channel estimation error in (2.2) is �2
⌧
= 0.01.

We first consider the performance of CJ and ZF over channel in (2.13). The base-

station beamforms to 6 users from two clusters, each with 3 users. Users are assumed

to be of similar large-scale fading. And the transmission power P is scaled so that

the interference-free SNR of each user, i.e., PM�k/K, is 20 dB. Hence, the product

of the transmission power P , and the large scale channel gain equals 100K/M . The

base-station array correlation matrix is IM . The inter-cluster correlation level � is
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Figure 2.7: Achievable rates of massive MIMO with user correlation and imperfect channel knowledge. The total
transmission power constraint P is inversely proportional to the number of base-station antennas M .

assumed to be 0.1. For Cluster 2, the intra-cluster correlation is 0.5. We experiment

di↵erent level of intra-cluster correlation for Cluster 1.

Fig. 2.7 presents the achievable rates of Cluster 1 users under both CJ and ZF.

The numerical experiments match the theoretical analysis in Section 2.5. As expected,

the achievable rate reduces as the user correlation level reduces. The simulations also

confirm that CJ leads to a much lower rate compared to ZF when user correlation

exists.

We now comment on the impact of user correlation on spatial multiplexing gain.

Consider an M -antenna base-station adopts ZF to beamform to K users with similar

large scale channel gain. And the total transmission power times large scale channel

gain equals 100. We assume that the number of base-station antenna M and user

number K both increase at di↵erent fixed ratios. We first consider simulated channel

model (2.13) with user correlations of 0.5 and no base-station correlation. Fig. 2.8(a)

presents the total downlink achievable rate as a function of M . As the number of

base-station antennas increases, the sum achievable rate can increase linearly with

the number of base-station antenna. Hence, we confirm the analysis on that even

with user correlation, the degree of multiplexing can still scale linearly with M .
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Figure 2.8: With ZF, the number of served users K can still scale linearly with the number of base-station antennas M .
As a result, for massive MIMO with user correlation, the sum rate increases linearly with M . The total transmission
power constraint P is fixed and does not change with M . The number of users K is selected as max {1, bM (K/M)c},
where b·c is the floor operator.

Finally, we use measured channels to demonstrate that the degree of multiplexing

of correlated users can also grow linearly with M in real-world propagation. We adopt

all users from each measured NLOS cluster. The user channels hence are mutually

correlated. We examine all five NLOS clusters individually by using the measurements

on the 52-th subcarrier. For each NLOS cluster, the number of users K increases with

M and di↵erent fixed ratios. Fig. 2.8(b) present the sum rate based on the measured

channel and the analytical derivation. The statistical channel model (2.13) based

analysis matches well with simulations based on measured channel. By serving a

growing number of correlated users, a linearly achievable rate growth can be achieved

with ZF. Hence, we conclude that user correlation itself does not limit the spatial

multiplexing gain of massive MIMO. With proper beamforming, like ZF, a massive

MIMO base-station can overcome user correlation and spatial multiplex users of size

proportional to its number of antennas.
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2.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we accept the fact that user correlation can happen in massive MIMO

due to shared AoDs. Our analysis proves that, with shared AoDs, the mean of the

square of the user correlation converges to a positive fixed point in the large array

regime. We measure and open-accessed a new massive MIMO channel data set. We

use measured channels to examine the user correlation in a real-world propagation

environment. The measurements show that adding more antennas barely reduces

the user correlation between close-by users when the number of base-station anten-

nas M > 36. And more than 28.6% of far-away user pairs have correlation higher

than twice of that in i.i.d. Rayleigh fading model. Via spatial signal processing,

we confirm that shared AoDs are the root cause of the measured high user correla-

tion. To understand the impact of user correlation, we analyze the e↵ective SINR

of systems with user and base-station array correlation. Due to the user correlation,

conjugate beamforming systems su↵er an inter-user interference that scales linearly

with the number of base-station antennas. However, with more base-station antennas,

zero-forcing beamforming systems can still support a linearly growing number of users

while maintaining the same level of SINR. We further validate the analysis by numer-

ical experiments based on simulated and measured channels. The presented results

collective demonstrate that a proper massive MIMO design could e↵ectively mitigate

the user correlation and make spatial multiplexing correlated users attractive.



Chapter 3

Diminishing Latency For Massive MIMO Over

“Favorable Channels”

One fundamental challenge in 5G URLLC is how to optimize massive MIMO systems

for achieving low latency and high reliability. A natural design choice to maximize

reliability and minimize retransmission is to select the lowest allowed target error

rate. However, the overall latency is the sum of queueing latency and retransmission

latency, hence choosing the lowest target error rate does not always minimize the

overall latency. In this chapter, we minimize the overall latency by jointly designing

the target error rate and transmission rate adaptation, which leads to a fundamental

tradeo↵ point between queueing and retransmission latency. This design problem can

be formulated as a Markov decision process, which is theoretically optimal, but its

complexity is prohibitively high for real-system deployments. We managed to develop

a low-complexity closed-form policy named Large-arraY Reliability and Rate Control

(LYRRC), which is proven to be asymptotically latency-optimal as the number of

antennas increases. In LYRRC, the transmission rate is twice of the arrival rate,

and the target error rate is a function of the antenna number, arrival rate, and

channel estimation error. With simulated and measured channels, our evaluations
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find LYRRC satisfies the latency and reliability requirements of URLLC in all the

tested scenarios. Finally, we note that part of this chapter is also presented in [53].

3.1 Introduction

Next-generation cellular systems, labeled as 5G, are targeting low latency and ultra-

high reliability to support new forms of applications, e.g. mission critical commu-

nications. One of the key technologies for 5G will be massive MIMO, where the

base-stations will be equipped with tens to hundreds of antennas [2, 35, 36]. In this

chapter, we explore how to leverage the large number of spatial degrees of freedom

to minimize latency while ensuring high reliability.

Current cellular system design follows a layered approach. The queueing latency1

is managed at MAC and higher layers, while the target (block) error rate2 is man-

aged separately by the physical layer to maximize the physical layer throughput.

For example, the transmission rate (usually referred to as modulation and coding

scheme [63]) is often adapted to meet a fixed target error rate of around 10%. This

decoupled design is shown to be nearly throughput optimal [14] for single-antenna

systems. However, such a decoupled design may not achieve low latency.

As 5G pushes to low latency (10-100⇥ lower than the LTE system [64]) and

ultra-high reliability, it is of paramount importance to control the latency and service

unreliability caused by retransmissions. The Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communi-

cation (URLLC) has a reliability requirement of 99.9999% [65], i.e., the probability of

packet successful delivery within 4 round of transmissions (0.25 ms/5G frame) should

1 In this chapter, we use queueing latency to represent the waiting time that packets spend in
the MAC-layer queue. And overall latency denotes the total latency caused by retransmission and
waiting at the MAC-layer queue.

2 In this chapter, we use the target error rate when emphasizing the design of transmission
control. And we use block error rate when emphasizing the probability of decoding error under a
given transmission control.
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be higher than 99.9999%. To satisfy such reliability requirement, the target error rate

cannot exceed 3.16%. For a given set of possible target error rates, it might be nat-

ural to choose the lowest one, which leads to the highest link reliability and shortest

retransmission latency. However, since the overall latency is the sum of latency due

to queueing and due to retransmissions, a very small target error rate might result in

long queueing latency and does not always minimize the overall latency. In this chap-

ter, we achieve reliability guaranteed latency minimization by finding the target error

rate and the transmission rate adaptation that jointly minimize the overall latency.

Figure 3.1: An example illustrating the overall latency for di↵erent target error rates, where the transmission rate
has been optimized for each given target error rate. A massive MIMO uplink system with 4 single-antenna users and
32 base-station antennas is considered. The channel traces are measured in an over-the-air channel on the Rice Argos
platform and the base-station estimates the channel based on 8 pilot symbols per user. Please find the evaluation
details in Section 3.6.

While it is widely known that the target error rate reduces with a higher trans-

mission power or a lower transmission rate, the relationship between the target error

rate and overall latency is more complex. There is a tradeo↵ between retransmis-

sion latency and queueing latency, both of which are impacted by the target error

rate: On the one hand, the retransmission latency reduces as the target error rate

reduces. On the other hand, if the system is fixed to an extremely low target error

rate, few packets can be transmitted in each frame, i.e., the transmission time to

send the same amount of packets increases, and packets have to wait for a longer

time in the queue. Therefore, under a given arrival process, the queueing latency

increases as the target error rate reduces. The situation is further complicated by
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the fact that current mobile users adapt their transmission power, which makes the

feasible (transmission rate, target error rate) tuple time-varying. Fig. 3.1 depicts an

example of the minimum overall latency achieved at di↵erent target error rates where

the transmission rate is optimized for given target error rate; the details on how to

optimize the transmission rate will be discussed later in Section 3.3. For the specific

example in Fig. 3.1, a target error rate (1%) smaller than both the LTE target error

rate (10%) and the URLLC reliability requirement (target error rate of 3.16%) results

in the minimum overall latency. It demonstrates a need for finding an appropriate

target error rate that minimizes the overall latency by balancing the queueing latency

with the retransmission latency.

In this chapter, we model practical massive MIMO systems with retransmissions.

To minimize the overall latency from both queueing and retransmission, we optimize

the target error rate and transmission rate adaptation. The main contributions of

this chapter are the following:

• We formulate a latency minimization problem for massive MIMO systems, in

which the target error rate and transmission rate are jointly optimized for min-

imizing the overall latency, subject to the reliability constraint of URLLC. The

arrival process is a discrete random process that is memoryless. This optimiza-

tion problem is cast as a constrained Markov decision process and solved by

value iteration.

• Because Markov decision process does not provide much insight on the optimal

control, we develop a deterministic control policy for massive MIMO with a

large number of antennas and a constant arrival rate. We note that there exists

an important 5G URLLC type data tra�c, e.g., time-sensitive and throughput-

hungry virtual reality (VR) service [66], which has a constant data arrival rate.

This deterministic control policy is named as Large-arraY Reliability and Rate
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Control (LYRRC), which has a low complexity and is in a closed form: If the

packet arrival rate is �, the transmission rate of LYRRC is 2�. In addition, the

target error rate of LYRRC is F⌘

⇥
1

M1�⇢

�
1 + K

⌧
+ pI

�⇤
, where F⌘ is the CDF of

the e↵ective channel gain (defined later), M is the number of base-station an-

tennas, K is the number of users, ⇢ is the tra�c arrival load over link capacity,

pI is the power of the interference from neighboring cells, and ⌧ is the number of

pilots. LYRRC is proven to be asymptotically optimal as the number of anten-

nas grows to infinity. Furthermore, the total latency achieved by LYRRC can

be expressed as a closed-form function of the number of base-station antennas

M , the number of pilots ⌧ , the number of served users K, and ⇢. In particular,

for ⇢ 2 [0, 1), we show that the average waiting time diminishes to zero as M

increases to infinity.

• To verify LYRRC’s performance in the real world, we measure massive MIMO

channels on the 2.4 GHz with Rice Argos platform [2], which consists of a

64-antenna base-station and four mobile users. The numerical experiments

based on the measured and simulated channels show that LYRRC with 5G self-

contained frame [29,63] can simultaneously meet the 1 ms latency and 99.9999%

reliability criterion. In the same scenario, the best latency of transmission

rate control policies with a fixed target error rate of 10% is more than 5 ms.

The evaluations demonstrate that LYRRC can provide 400⇥ latency reduction

compared to current LTE transmission control, which has a target error rate

of 10% and fixed per-frame transmission power control. Compared to the best

queue-length based rate adaptation policy with a fixed target error rate of 10%,

LYRRC achieves a 20⇥ latency reduction.

Related Work: The majority of the massive MIMO literature focuses on the

achievable rate maximization, which assumes full-bu↵er and does not model the upper
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layer latency from queueing. Massive MIMO was shown to provide higher spectral e�-

ciency [7,8], wider coverage [7,8] and easier network interference management [7,33,67]

than traditional MIMO. This work di↵ers from previous massive MIMO physical layer

work in that we provide reliability guaranteed latency-optimal transmission control.

Prior work also optimized the retransmission process, either for throughput [14] or en-

ergy e�ciency [15] maximization. Additionally, cross-layer optimization [16–19] have

been proposed for latency reduction. For a point-to-point system, past studies [20–23]

showed that using the queue-length information for transmission rate control can re-

duce queueing latency. Finally, stochastic network calculus [68] is used to capture the

latency violation probability of multi-input single-output systems with perfect rate

adaptation. The perfect rate adaptation implies no decoding error or retransmission

latency.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.2, we provide

a physical layer abstraction and network model for a single user latency minimization

problem. Section 3.3 provides an algorithm to solve the formulated latency minimiza-

tion problem. A simple and yet latency-optimal transmission control policy, LYRRC,

is investigated in the large-array regime in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, we extend

our single-user analytical results to multiuser massive MIMO systems. We provide

numerical results in Section 3.6 and conclude in Section 3.7.

Notations: We use boldface to denote vectors/matrices. We use | · | to denote

the magnitude of a complex number. And the l2 norm of a complex vector is k·k.

The complex space is C. The space of real value is R whose positive half is denoted

as R+. The following notations are used to compare two non-negative real-valued

sequences {an}, {bn}: an = O (bn) if limn!1
an

bn
 1; an = o (bn) if limn!1

an

bn
= 0.

And f1 (M) ⇠= f2 (M) denotes that limM!1
f1(M)
f2(M) = 1.
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3.2 System Model and Problem Formulation

3.2.1 System Model

We consider a massive MIMO uplink system. The single-user case is considered first

in Sections II-IV, and is depicted in Fig. 3.2. The extension to multi-user systems will

be presented later in Section 3.5. Each user is equipped with a single antenna and the

base station has M antennas. Based on the physical layer procedures defined in the
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Figure 3.2: Single-user uplink system consisting of a single antenna user and an M -antenna base-station.

first 5G release [63], we consider that the system operates in self-contained frames, as

shown in Fig. 3.3. A self-contained frame consists of both data transmission and an

immediate ACK/NACK. Without loss of generality, the duration of each frame is of

1 unit and Frame t spans the time interval [t, t+ 1) , t � 0. In each frame, the user

first transmits encoded data packets to the base-station. The base-station then feeds

back an ACK or NACK to signal whether a decoding error occurred. The feedback

is assumed to be error free.
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Figure 3.3: Structure of the self-contained frames. Each self-contained frame consists of uplink data resource blocks
(blue), downlink feedback signals (green) and the guard periods (gray). The transmitted data is encoded over N

subcarriers with a single code-block.
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3.2.1.1 Physical Layer Model

During the uplink data transmission, the received signal by the base-station over the

wideband channel is

yn =
p
�hnxn + zn, n = 1, ..., N, (3.1)

where n is the subcarrier index, N is the total number of subcarriers, xn is the

transmitted signal, zn 2 CM is a zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian

noise vector, and 0 < �  1 is the large-scale channel gain. We model the channel

fading processes as block Rayleigh fading, where the small-scale fading vector ht,n

maintain the same during each frame and varies independently across frames and

subcarriers. In this chapter, we may omit the frame index t in ht,n when the frame

index is clear from the context. During each frame, the user transmits ⌧ uplink pilots,

each with power p⌧ . Using MMSE estimation, the base-station estimates the channel

vector hn as [7, 8]

ĥn =
⌧p⌧�

⌧p⌧� + 1
hn +

p
⌧p⌧�

⌧p⌧� + 1
en, (3.2)

where en 2 CM is a zero-mean, circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise vector.

After applying conjugate beamforming, the obtained signal is

x̂n = ĥH

n
yn =

⌧�p⌧

⌧�p⌧ + 1

p
�hH

n
hnxn +

�
p
⌧p⌧

⌧p⌧� + 1
hH

n
enxn + ĥH

n
zn, (3.3)

where the three terms on the right hand side represent the signal, interference, and

noise, respectively. Using (3.3), the receive SINR on Subcarrier n is derived as

SINRn =
⌧�p⌧�p khnk2

⌧�p⌧ + �p+ 1
, (3.4)
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where p = |xn|2 is the power of uplink data transmission. As one can see, SINRn

in (3.4) increases with the pilot power p⌧ and the number of pilots ⌧ .

The user is aware of the large-scale channel gain � and the distribution of the

small-scale channel fading via the estimation of a periodic indication signal broadcast

by the base-station [63]. During each frame, all uplink packets to be transmitted are

encoded in a single code block that spans all N subcarriers. The block error rate

of the uplink transmission ✏ is a function of the transmission power. A closed-form

characterization of the block error rate appears to be intractable when the code-block

length is finite [69]. Hence, we employ the following block error rate approximation

that was developed in [14, 69–72]. Let L be the number of information bits in each

packet, and rt is the number of transmitted packets in Frame t. We refer to rt as the

transmission rate. The block error rate of a code block with a code-block length Lcode

can be approximated as

✏ ⇡Prob
"

NX

n=1

log (1 + SINRn)�
⌫p
Lcode

 rL

#
(3.5)

⇡Prob
"

NX

n=1

log (SINRn)  rL

#
, (3.6)

where ⌫ is the channel dispersion [69, 71] due to finite block length and is upper

bounded by log2 (e). For a systems with strong channel coding, [69] shows that (3.5)

closely captures the block error rate when Lcode > 100. The approximation in (3.6) is

derived by considering su�ciently large code-block length [14, 70, 72] and high SINR

regime [14,70]. Fig. 3.4 provides an illustration of the approximated block error rate

in (3.6), in which an LDPC-based massive MIMO system is considered and the code-

block length is chosen according to DVB-S.2 standard. Our simulations confirm the

conclusions drawn from past works [14, 70, 72]. We hence adopt1 (3.6) as the block

1 One can also use the block error rate approximation (3.5) which is more accurate in the low
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error rate model.

Figure 3.4: Block error rate of a coded system as a function of SINR mean with N = 1. In simulation, the channel gain
follows the normal distribution with labeled variance. The approximations are obtained by (3.6). And the simulation
is done with LDPC code [5] and sparse parity-check matrix comes from the DVB-S.2 standard. The transmission is
at a rate of 1.5 bits per symbol (8-QAM, 0.5 code rate).

3.2.1.2 Bu↵er Dynamics with Retransmission

We assume that there is no packet in the bu↵er at time 0. During each frame, �

new packets arrive in the queue1 and each packet contains L-bits. In each frame,

the user receives downlink ACK/NACK feedback from the base-station. Upon ACK,

the transmitted packets are removed from the bu↵er. Upon NACK, the transmitted

packets remain at the bu↵er queue head2. We use the indicator function 1t to represent

decoding success, 1t = 1 means success and 1t = 0 otherwise. The distribution of

the 1t is determined by the chosen target error rate ✏ as P [1t = 1] = 1 � ✏ and

P [1t = 1] = ✏.

At time t, let qt be the queue-length of the bu↵er, and rt be the number of packets

to be transmitted at Frame t as per the control decision. The queue-length evolves

SINR and short code-block length regime. In this case, the e↵ective channel gain in (3.12) and power
mapping in (3.13) should be modified accordingly.

1 Our model and analysis can be directly generalized to the case where the number of new arrival
packets across frames follow an independent and identically distribution.

2 It is possible to reduce the power of retransmissions via the joint decoding of failed packets and
retransmissions as in HARQ. For mathematical tractability, we consider that the receiver discards
undecoded packets.
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according to

qt+1 = min [max (qt + �� 1trt,�) , B] , (3.7)

where B is the size of the bu↵er and rt is the number of transmitted packets in Frame

t. If the bu↵er cannot store all the packets waiting to be transmitted, an overflow

event occurs. The number of dropped packets due to the bu↵er overflow is given by

bt = max (qt + �� 1trt � B,�� B) . (3.8)

The average number of dropped packets due to overflow, measured in packets per

frame, is �drop = limT!1
P

T�1
t=0 bt/T . When packet overflow happens, the dropped

packets induce significant latency to time-sensitive applications. We assume that

each overflowed packet introduces a large latency penalty Ddrop. We are interested

in minimizing the overall latency (from arrival to successfully delivery). We consider

the stationary policies are complete, i.e., the minimum latency can be achieved by

a stationary policy. Under a stationary policy, the queueing latency of successfully

served packets are limT!1
1
T

P
T�1
t=0

qt

���drop
, which is derived by using Little’s Law [73].

To summarize, if a packet is dropped, its latency isDdrop and if a packet is successfully

served (not dropped), its latency is limT!1
1
T

P
T�1
t=0

qt

���drop
. The average latency is

then

D =
�� �drop

�
lim
T!1

1

T

T�1X

t=0

qt

�� �drop
+

�drop

�
Ddrop =

q̄

�
+

�drop

�
Ddrop, (3.9)

where ���drop

�
is the proportion of successfully served packets and q̄ is the average

queue-length, i.e., limT!1
P

T�1
t=0

qt

T
.
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3.2.1.3 Transmission Power adaptation

We consider the transmission power of the user to satisfy a long-term power constraint

of P . In Frame t, the transmission power is adapted, based on the transmission rate

rt, and the number of pilots ⌧ , to achieve the target error rate ✏. The transmission

power is quantified in the sequel: Substituting (3.4) into (3.6), the block error rate is

approximated as

✏ ⇡ Prob

2

4
 

NY

n=1

n

!1/N

 exp (rL/N)

M�p

✓
1 +

p

⌧p⌧
+

1

⌧p⌧�

◆3

5 . (3.10)

where n is the the per-antenna gain of small-scale channel fading, given by

n

�
= khnk2 /M. (3.11)

The per-antenna gain n is the arithmetic mean of the small-scale channel gain across

the M antennas because the received signals with di↵erent antennas are combined

during the linear beamforming. The left-hand-side of the inequality of (3.10) is de-

termined by the small-scale fading, and the right-hand-side of (3.10) is a constant

independent of small-scale fading. For the ease of subsequent presentation, we define

⌘
�
=

 
NY

n=1

n

!1/N

, (3.12)

which is called e↵ective channel gain. The e↵ective channel gain (3.12) is the geo-

metric mean across the N subcarriers because the maximum outage-free rate [69] can

be approximated by the logarithmic of the product of the per-subcarrier SINRn. Let

F⌘ (x)
�
= Prob (⌘  x) denote the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the e↵ec-

tive channel ⌘. And the inverse CDF of ⌘ is F�1
⌘

(✏)
�
= inf {x 2 R+ : ✏  F⌘(x)}. Re-

call that the transmission power is adapted to achieve the target error rate, from (3.10),
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we have

p (r, ✏, ⌧) =


M�F

�1
⌘

(✏)

exp (rL/N)

⌧p⌧�

⌧p⌧� + 1
� �

⌧�p⌧ + 1

��1

, (3.13)

where F
�1
⌘

is the inverse CDF of the e↵ective channel gain ⌘ in (3.12). When ⌧

increases, the base-station has a more accurate channel estimation and the needed

transmission power (at the same rate with the same reliability) reduces. One can

observe that the required transmission power increases with the transmission rate r

and the packet size L, and decreases with the number of base-station antennas M ,

the number of subcarriers N , and the number of pilots ⌧ .

3.2.2 Single-user Latency Minimization Problem

We now formulate the single-user latency minimization problem. The objective of

the joint target error rate and transmission rate control is to minimize the average

packet latency under a long-term average power constraint. The system state is the

queue-length qt, whose state space is Q = {0, 1, ..., B}. The transmission controller

determines the number of transmitted packets rt at the beginning of each frame based

on the queue-length qt, as well as the target error rate ✏ that remains constant in all

frames over time. Recall that the the transmission rate is the number of transmitted

packets rt. We consider the set of stationary policies such that rt = µ(qt), where

µ : Q ! R+ is a function. And the target error rate ✏ is chosen from a finite set E .

Finally, the transmission power pt is adapted based on the designed rate rt, target

error rate ✏, and number of pilot ⌧ as in (3.13). Both the transmission rate function µ

and the resulting transmission power are independent of the exact small-scale fading

hn as it is unknown to the user.

For any target error rate ✏ and transmission rate function µ, we assume that the

resulted Markov chain of the system states is ergodic, i.e., the unichain condition is

satisfied. The associated unique steady state of the system is denoted as ⇡. The
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latency minimization problem is formulated as:

minimize
✏2E, rt=µ(qt), µ:Q!R+

D = E


q̄

�
+

�drop

�
Ddrop

�
(3.14a)

subject to E

"
lim
T!1

1

T

T�1X

t=0

p (rt, ✏, ⌧)

#
 P, (3.14b)

✏  ✏max, (3.14c)

State Transition Model (3.4), (3.6), (3.7), (3.8), (3.14d)

where ✏max it the maximum allowed target error rate due to reliability requirement.

For 5G URLLC, ✏max = (1� 99.9999%)1/4 = 3.16%. The optimal objective value

of (3.14) is denoted as D
⇤, or D

⇤ (M) when we need to emphasize the dependence

on the number of antennas M . Hence, D⇤ (M) captures the minimum overall latency

D
⇤ as a function of the number of base-station antennas M .

3.3 Latency-Optimal Single-User Transmission Con-

trol

In this section, we first formulate the latency minimization problem (3.14) as a

constrained average cost Markov Decision Process (MDP) and solve it by a proposed

algorithm. The proposed algorithm can also solve the latency-optimal control for

general point-to-point MIMO systems by replacing the per-subcarrier SINR in (3.4)

with the SINR of the MIMO system. The e↵ective channel gain in (3.12) and power

mapping in (3.13) also should be modified accordingly.
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3.3.1 Lagrange Duality of the MDP

For a target error rate ✏ 2 E , and a stationary transmission rate adaptation Q! R+,

based on the definition of average latency (3.9), we define the induced latency cost

mapping d on each state action pair as

d (qt, rt, ✏) =
qt

�
+

bt

�
Ddrop,

where b is the number of the dropped packet due to bu↵er overflow as shown in (3.8).

In Frame t, a latency cost and a transmission power cost are incurred. The average

overall latency of the problem in infinite horizon equals

D⇡ = E⇡

"
lim
T!1

1

T

T�1X

t=0

d (qt, rt, ✏)

#
.

Similarly, utilizing the transmission power characterization in (3.13), the average

power is

P⇡ = E⇡

"
lim
T!1

1

T

T�1X

t=0

p(rt, ✏, ⌧)

#
.

Given an average power constraint P , the objective of the joint target error rate

selection and transmission rate control is restated as a constrained MDP as

Minimize D⇡ subject to P⇡  P , ✏  ✏max, and State Transition Model (3.4), (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) .

(3.15)

The constrained MDP (3.15) is converted to an unconstrained MDP via Lagrange’s

relaxation as

Minimize D⇡ + �P⇡ subject to ✏  ✏max, and State Transition Model (3.4), (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) .

(3.16)
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For ergodic MDP, [74,75] provide a su�cient condition under which the unconstrained

MDP is also optimal for the original constrained problem (3.14). For all policies such

that P⇡ = P , the su�cient condition provided by [74,75] is satisfied. Thus, when the

constraint is binding, there exists zero-duality gap between original problem (3.14)

and the unconstrained MDP (3.16), i.e., their optimal solution is the same.

We now present the algorithm to solve (3.16) in Section 3.3.2. The closed-form

solution of (3.16) and the characterization of the array-latency tradeo↵ D
⇤ (M) are

presented in Section 3.4.

3.3.2 A Value Iteration Based Algorithm

Problem (3.16) is an MDP with an average cost criterion in infinite horizon. To

find the optimal target error rate, we need to find the optimal transmission rate

adaptation and the corresponding achievable latency for each ✏ 2 E that is smaller

than ✏max. Furthermore, for each target error rate ✏, we can use binary search method

to find the smallest � that satisfies the long-term power constraint P in (3.16). Such

� corresponds to the latency-optimal solution for (3.15) because that, for each ✏, the

average power is monotonically non-decreasing on � > 0. Finally, for each ✏ and �,

we thus find the optimal transmission rate adaptation µ
⇤ by considering ↵-discounted

problem [76] of (3.16). We now present a solution to each of the discounted problem.

For each system state q, define value cost function as

V↵ (q)
�
= min

µ

E⇡

( 1X

t=0

↵
t [d (rt, qt, ✏) + �p (rt, ✏, ⌧)]

)
,

where ↵ 2 (0, 1) is the discount factor. For each ✏ and �, we need to find a stationary

transmission rate adaptation for all ↵-discounted problem with ↵ 2 (0, 1), i.e., the

Blackwell optimal policy. For the considered finite state MDP, the Blackwell opti-
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mal policy [76] exists and is also optimal for the average cost problem (3.16). The

Bellman’s equation of the above ↵-discounted problem is then

V
⇤
↵
(q) = min

µ

(
d(r, q, ✏) + �p (r, ✏, ⌧)+

[(1� ✏)V ⇤
↵
(min (q + �� r, B)) + ✏V

⇤
↵
(min (q + �, B))]

)
, (3.17)

whose state transition is described by (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8). Using dynamic program-

ming with value iteration [76] over (3.17), we can solve the ↵-discounted problem.

Since the discounted cost V↵ is bounded, [76] shows that solving (3.17) generates the

optimal transmission rate control µ⇤.

We summarize the above steps in Algorithm 1, which solves (3.15) to find the

optimal target error rate and transmission rate adaptation. To provide insights on

the structure of optimal transmission controls, we now resent a closed-form charac-

terizations when M !1 in Section 3.4.

3.4 Large-Array Latency-Optimal Control

In this section, we derive the latency-optimal control for the single-user problem

in (3.14) when the number of base-station antennas M !1. For the single-user sys-

tem in Rayleigh fading, the per-antenna gain n in (3.11) satisfies [7] that E [n] = 1

and Var [n] = 1/M . The per-antenna gain hence obeys the two following conditions.

• Mean Condition: The per-antenna gain converges to a constant as M increases,

i.e.,

lim
M!1

E [n] = O (1) . (3.18)
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Algorithm 1 Latency-Optimal Joint Target Error Rate and Transmission Rate Con-
trol

Input : Average power constraint P , number of antennas M , number of subcarriers
N , distribution of packet arrival a, large-scale channel gain �, CDF of
e↵ective channel gain ⌘, number of pilots ⌧ , pilots power p⌧ .

Output: Optimal target error rate ✏⇤, optimal transmission rate adaptation µ
⇤, min-

imum achievable latency D
⇤.

for ✏ 2 E that ✏  ✏max do � Find minimum latency for each ✏ 2 E
�min = 0, �max = z; � z is a very large but finite number
while �min/�max < 1�� do � Find smallest � that satisfies the average power
constraint, � is a small constant that controls the algorithm output accuracy

�  (�max + �min) /2 Initialize V
0
↵
(q) for every system state in Q and n = 1

Solve for V 1
↵
from V

0
↵
via value iteration as (3.17) while V

n

↵
6= V

n�1
↵

do �
Find optimal µ for each � and ✏

Update V
n

↵
from V

n�1
↵

via value iteration as (3.17)
end
Compute the corresponding power Ptmp if Ptmp > P then

�min = �

else
�max = �

end
end
Denote the solved transmission rate function as µ✏ (qt) and the resulted latency
as D✏.

end
Optimal policy extraction: ✏

⇤ = argmin✏2E,✏✏max D✏, µ⇤ (qt) = µ✏⇤ (qt), and D
⇤ =

D✏⇤ .

• Variance Condition: The per-antenna gain variance is inversely proportional to

M , i.e.,

lim
M!1

Var [n] = O

✓
1

M

◆
. (3.19)

In Section 3.5, we will show that a multiuser massive MIMO channel can be decoupled

into parallel single-user channels. And the per-antenna gain of each decoupled single-

user channel satisfies the conditions (3.18) and (3.19).

Based on condition (3.18), the achievable rate [7] grows with the number of base-
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station antennas M at rate of logM . As the focus of the current section is on the

asymptotic analysis with M !1, we can view logM as the link “capacity”. In the

same spirit, we define the system utilization factor to be a constant ⇢ 2 [0, 1) as

⇢
�
=

�L

N logM
, (3.20)

where � is the packet arrival rate, L is the number of bits in each packet, and N is

the number of subcarriers. By (3.20), the packet arrival rate � increases with M and

equals N logM
L⇢

. Conceptually, the term N logM can be viewed as the total “capacity”

of the wideband link and �L can be viewed as the data load. Thus, the utilization

factor ⇢ can be interpreted as the ratio between the o↵ered data load and the total

link “capacity”.

We also make the following assumptions for mathematical tractability. We con-

sider an infinite bu↵er (i.e., B ! 1), thus no bu↵er overflow or overflow latency

occurs. And the target error rate ✏ can be chosen from a continuous set (0, 1). We

also consider that there does not exist a finite positive value x such that1 F⌘(x) = 0.

3.4.1 Array-Latency Scaling Lower Bound

Notice that a trivial lower bound of D⇤(M) is 1 frame, which is the first transmission

attempt of a packet. This 1 frame latency lower bound can only be achieved if the

target error rate is exactly zero. We now provide a tighter lower bound of the array-

latency curve D
⇤ (M).

Theorem 4 (Latency Scaling Lower Bound) The optimum array-latency curve

1If there exists a finite x such that F⌘(x) = 0, the base-station can use finite transmission power
to achieve data transmission without any error. In this case, a base-station with finite number of
antennas can achieve no queueing latency and zero retransmission.
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D
⇤ (M) satisfies

D
⇤ (M)� 1 � ✏o

1� ✏o
, (3.21)

where ✏o is given by

✏o = F⌘


1

M1�⇢

✓
1

P�
+

1

⌧p⌧�
+

1

P ⌧p⌧�
2

◆�
, (3.22)

where F⌘ (·) is the CDF of the e↵ective channel gain ⌘ in (3.12), ⇢ 2 [0, 1) is the

utilization factor in (3.20), and ⌧ is the number of pilots.

Proof The main idea is to lower bound the overall latency by the packet retrans-

mission latency. The packet retransmission latency is monotonically increasing on

the target error rate. To complete the proof, we use Jensen’s inequality to show that

there exists a minimum target error rate ✏o such that for any ✏ < ✏o the long-term

throughput is smaller than �. Appendix G provides the proof details.

Theorem 4 presents a latency lower bound. For any transmission rate adaptation,

✏o is the minimum target error rate that leads to a long-term throughput no smaller

than �. Hence, if the target error rate is smaller than ✏o, the queue-length process

will not stable.

If ⌧p⌧ is small, the channel estimation error is large. As a result, both ✏o and the

latency lower bound are large. In this case, neither high reliability nor low latency

can be met. Hence, su�ciently good channel estimation is necessary for achieving

high reliability and low latency.
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3.4.2 Large-Array Optimal Target Error Rate and Transmis-

sion Rate Control

In this subsection, we present a simple transmission control policy that meets with

the latency lower bound in (20) asymptotically as M !1.

Definition We define the Large-arraY Reliability and Rate Control (LYRRC) as

8
>><

>>:

✏
⇤ = ✏o

µ
⇤ : rt (qt) = min (qt, 2�)

, (3.23)

where ✏o is given by (3.22).

The LYRRC policy contains two parts: a target error rate of ✏o and an transmis-

sion rate control policy µ
⇤. The transmission rate adaptation µ

⇤ describes a simple

thresholding rule: If there are more than 2� packets in the bu↵er queue, i.e., q � 2�,

2� packets will be transmitted. If less than 2� packets are currently in the bu↵er, all

packet in the queue will be scheduled for transmission in the frame. In each frame,

based on the transmission rate of min (qt, 2�), the user utilizes power adaptation (3.13)

to achieve the target error rate target ✏o.

To evaluate LYRRC, we now first derive the latency with arbitrary target error

rate ✏ < 1
2 and transmission rate policy µ

⇤. We next prove the asymptotic optimality

of LYRRC (3.23) by comparing the achieved latency to the minimum latency lower

bound in Theorem 4.

3.4.2.1 Latency Performance of Transmission Rate adaptation µ
⇤

Lemma 1 Under any target error rate ✏ <
1
2 and transmission rate adaptation

rt (qt) = min (qt, 2�), the overall latency is 1 + ✏

1�2✏ .
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Proof The main idea is to compute the steady state distribution of the queue-

length, which is a Markov chain with infinite countable states. Appendix H provides

the complete proof.

Lemma 1 provides a closed-form characterization of the transmission rate adap-

tation µ
⇤ when the maximum bu↵er-length is infinite. To provide insights on the

proof of Lemma 1, we consider the associated Markov chain of the bu↵er-length. The

bu↵er-length state transition under any target error rate ✏ 2 (0, 1), which is not neces-

sarily equal to ✏o, and the transmission rate adaptation µ
⇤ is depicted in Fig. 3.5. By

Little’s Law, the overall latency equals to the ratio between the average queue-length

and the arrival rate �. Notice that � is the di↵erence between the adjacent states in

Fig. 3.5. Hence, the average queue-length is in proportional with � (see Appendix H

for a rigorous proof). As a result, the overall latency depends only on the target error

rate ✏, but not on �.

Figure 3.5: Evolution of the queue-length qt under any target error rate ✏ 2 (0, 1) and the transmission rate adaptation
µ
⇤ as a Markov chain. If ✏ > 0.5, the average queue-length hence queueing latency is infinite.

To summarize, the transmission rate control policy µ
⇤ applies a negative drift ��

with probability (1 � 2✏) towards the minimum queue-length �. To minimize the

latency as M ! 1, the queue-length needs to be regulated towards the minimum

queue-length �. This regulation is achieved by selecting a smaller target error rate.

By using Lemma 1, we have that the achieved latency of LYRRC is DLYRRC (M) =

1 + ✏o

1�2✏o
. As mentioned above, the target error rate ✏o of LYRRC (3.23) reduces as

the number of base-station antennas increases. The achieved latency DLYRRC reduces

with more base-station antennas. We now prove the asymptotic optimality of LYRRC.
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3.4.2.2 Asymptotic Optimality of LYRRC

Theorem 5 (Optimal Large-Array Control) For any ⇢ 2 [0, 1) and positive ⌧ ,

as M !1, LYRRC (3.23) guarantees that the overall latency is within a vanishing

gap from optimal as

DLYRRC (M)�D
⇤ (M) ⇠= (✏o)

2
, M !1, (3.24)

where DLYRRC (M) = 1 + ✏o

1�2✏o
is the overall latency by LYRRC, and ✏o is given

by (3.22).

Proof We first characterize the gap between latency under LYRRC and minimum

latency by combining Lemma 1 and Theorem 4. The proof is complete by using

the large deviation theory to show that the power constraint is satisfied. Please see

Appendix I for details.

Recall that f1 (M) ⇠= f2 (M) denotes that limM!1
f1(M)
f2(M) = 1. Theorem 5 estab-

lishes the asymptotic optimality of LYRRC. In addition, the latency gap between

the lower bound and LYRRC increases as the channel estimation error increases (⌧

reduces). Furthermore, Lemma 1 and Theorem 5 suggest that the latency-optimal

target error rate increases for systems with fewer base-station antennas. Hence, the

reliability and low-latency design objectives of 5G URLLC does not always matches

with each other for practical massive MIMO system with finite M . Finally, we note

that LYRRC can achieve optimal-latency for any ⇢ 2 [0, 1), which seems to contra-

dict the transmission rate of min (qt, 2�). This can be explained by the fact that we

are considering a wireless link with power adaptation and the probability of trans-

mit at 2� reduces as M ! 1. Therefore, using larger transmission power (over a

few frames) can increase the peak transmission rate beyond the long-term average

rate. We next combine Theorem 5 and Theorem 4 to characterize the scaling of the
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array-latency curve D
⇤ (M) in closed-form.

Theorem 6 (Large-Array Latency Scaling) As M !1, for any positive ⌧ and

⇢ 2 [0, 1), the optimum latency converges to 1 frame as

D
⇤ (M)� 1 ⇠= ✏o, M !1 (3.25)

where F⌘ (·) is the CDF function of the e↵ective channel gain ⌘, and ✏o is given

by (3.22).

Proof Theorem 4 provides a latency lower bound. The optimal joint control in

Theorem 5 serves as an achievability proof and provides an upper bound. The proof is

complete by showing that the ratio of the upper bound and the lower bound converges

to 1 as M !1.

Theorem 6 provides a closed-form characterization of the large-array latency. In

closed-form, it describes the minimum latency D
⇤ as a function of the utilization

factor ⇢, the channel estimation error, and the number of base-station antennas M .

AsM !1, ✏o ! 0. Thus, both the retransmission and queueing latency converges to

0 frame. Finally, we comment on the impact of imperfect channel state information.

For any ⌧ > 0, the latency convergence to the 1 frame as M ! 1. For a practical

system with finite M , more accurate channel leads to smaller latency.

3.5 Multi-user Extension

In this section, we now consider the K-user latency minimization problem over the

lossy channel. In this section, su�x [k] , k = 1, 2, · · · , K denotes the user index. The

long-term power constraint of User k is P [k]. The multiuser controller decides the

target error rate ✏ [k] and the transmission rate rt [k] of User k. The bu↵er dynamic
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of each user is identical to that of the single user counterpart that is described in

Section 3.2.1.2.

To minimize the system latency of the K users at the same time, we associate

positive weights !k, k = 1, . . . , K to users. The multiuser latency minimization

problem is then

min
✏[k], rt[k]=µ[k](qt[k]),

k=1,2,...,K

KX

k=1

!kD [k]

subject to E

"
lim
T!1

1

T

TX

t=1

pt [k]  P [k]

#
, k = 1, . . . , K,

✏ [k] = Prob

"
NX

n

log (SINRt,n [k])  rt [k]L

#
, k = 1, . . . , K,

✏ [k]  ✏max [k] , k = 1, . . . , K,

(3.26)

where ✏max [k] is the maximum allowed target error rate (minimum reliability) of User

k. And SINRt,n [k] is the receiver SINR of the n-th subcarrier in Frame t for User

k. Here, the bu↵er length qt [k] and bu↵er overflow bt [k] of User k is given by (3.7)

and (3.8), respectively.

To detect signals from the K users, the base-station applies receive beamforming.

Let matrix Hn 2 CM⇥K denotes the uplink small-scale channel fading between the

M -antenna base-station and the K users. Throughout this section, we consider user

channels follow i.i.d. Rayleigh fading. Finally, the base-station receives an inter-cell

interference that is modeled by an additive white Gaussian noise of power pI , which

is independent of the estimated channel.

Let the estimated channel and estimation error be Ĥn and H̃n, respectively. With

the MMSE estimator, the estimation error between each base-station antenna and

User k is an complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance of
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1
⌧p⌧ [k]�[k]+1 . Here, ⌧ and p⌧ [k] are the number of uplink pilots and the pilot power,

respectively. The base-station use the estimated channel to generate zero-forcing

receive beamformers to detect the uplink signal of each user. The receive beamforming

matrix isVn

�
=
⇣
ĤH

n
Ĥn

⌘�1

ĤH

n
. On Subcarrier n, the received signal of User k is [7,8]

x̂k =
p

p [k] � [k]xk +
h�
HHH

��1
ĤH

n

⇣
z+ zI � H̃x

⌘i

K

, (3.27)

where z and zI are the receiver noise and inter-cell interference, respectively. Simi-

larly to past work [71, 72] on retransmission, we compute the SINR by treating the

interference as the worst case Gaussian noise. And the e↵ective SINR for User k on

Subcarrier n is

SINRn [k] =
pk�k

⇣
1 + pI +

P
K

i=1
p[i]�[i]

⌧p⌧ [i]�[i]+1

⌘⇣
ĤH

n
Ĥn

⌘�1
�

kk

, (3.28)

where [·]
kk

denotes the k-th diagonal element of a matrix. A crucial property of the

SINRn term (3.28) is that the randomness of both the channel variation and the

interference is concisely described by the inverse of the estimated channel, which is a

random matrix.

For a practical uplink system where each user is unaware of other users’ channel

or queue information, the joint target error rate and transmission rate adaptation

design appears intractable. To see the di�culty of the joint policy design, we consider

the following example. For each user, the inter-beam interference in (3.28) depends

on other users’ large-scale fading and transmission power. Recall that each user’s

transmission power changes in each frame based on its current queue-length. Thus,

it is extremely di�cult for each user with only local knowledge (queue-length and

large-scale fading) to infer the exact value of
P

K

i=1
p[i]�[i]

⌧p⌧ [i]�[i]+1 and hence the proper

transmission power. As a result, the target error rate and transmission rate policy
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cannot be designed distributedly by each user, which is undesirable for a practical

uplink system.

Here, we proceed with the observation that, in real-world systems, the pilot

power is usually required to be higher than the data signal power [63]. Hence, the
P

K

i=1
p[i]�[i]

⌧p⌧ [i]�[i]+1 term is upper bounded by K

⌧
, which can be viewed as a worst cast

interference penalty. Each user then adjusts its power based on the SINR loss upper

bound. Substituting the SINR expression (3.28) of the multiuser system into (3.6),

we then have that the target error rate as

✏ ⇡ Prob

2

4
 

NY

n=1

n

!1/N


✓
1 +

K

⌧
+ pI

◆
exp (rL/N)

Mp�

3

5 , (3.29)

where the per-antenna gain n is

n =

⇢
M

⇣
ĤH

n
Ĥn

⌘�1
�

kk

��1

. (3.30)

Similarly to the single-user case, we also compute the per-frame transmission power

as

p (r, ✏, ⌧) =

✓
1 +

K

⌧
+ pI

◆
exp (rL/N)

F�1
⌘

(✏)M�
, (3.31)

where ✏ is the scheduled reliability target (target error rate) and r is the transmission

rate (in unit of packet). Here, ⇡ in (3.29) is because that each user considers the

upper bound of inter-beam interference. The per-antenna gain (3.30) is independent

of the large-scale channel, transmission power, and hence queue-length of the other

K � 1 users. For each user, the distribution of the e↵ective channel ⌘ in (3.12) then

becomes independent of the channel, queue-length, and power of the other users.

Therefore, we can decouple the multiuser problem. By adopting a new distribution of

the e↵ective channel gain ⌘ (generated by (3.30)) and the new power mapping (3.31),
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the multiuser problem is decoupled to K independent single user problems (3.14).

Each of the single-user problems can be solved by Algorithm 1. We now further

demonstrate that the large-array analytical results in Section 3.4 also apply to the

considered multiuser systems.

Theorem 7 For multiuser uplink systems, LYRRC becomes

8
>><

>>:

✏
⇤ [k] = F⌘

h
1

M1�⇢[k]

⇣
1 + K

⌧ [k] + pI

⌘i

µ
⇤ [k] : rt [k] = min (qt [k] , 2� [k]) .

(3.32)

AsM !1, for positive ⌧ [k] and ⇢ [k] 2 [0, 1), each user operates under LYRRC achieves

the minimum latency of

D
⇤ [k]� 1 ⇠= ✏

⇤ [k] , k = 1, 2, . . . , K, M !1. (3.33)

Proof With random matrix theory, we prove by showing that (3.30) satisfies the

mean (3.18) and variance (3.19) conditions. Please find the proof in Appendix J.

Recall that f1 (M) ⇠= f2 (M) denotes that limM!1
f1(M)
f2(M) = 1. LYRRC, therefore,

indeed provides the latency-optimal target error rate and transmission rate policies

to the multiuser massive MIMO system. And Theorem 7 also captures the minimum

latency of each user.

In conclusion, for any non-negative weights !k, we can convert the K user opti-

mization problem into K parallel single user problems. For finite M , Algorithm 1

solves each of the single user problems and provides the optimal target error rate and

transmission rate policy. Furthermore, each user operates using LYRRC distributedly

is asymptotically latency-optimal.
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We end this section by discussing some possible extensions of the multiuser system

analysis.

The first extension is the general multiuser MIMO systems with user correlation.

For massive MIMO, the user channels are expected to become mutually orthogonal

as M increases, which is usually referred to as “favorable propagation” [7, 8]. The

favorable proportion is expected to hold in massive MIMO systems [7,8] and is verified

by recent massive MIMO measurements [32, 44]. However, for small scale multiuser

systems, user channels might be significantly correlated, and the multiuser scheduling

problem cannot be fully decoupled. While spatial multiplexing correlated user leads

to smaller SINR, spatial multiplexing only non-correlated users can lead to longer

queueing latency. Hence, we expect a latency-minimizing scheduler should balance a

tradeo↵ between longer queueing time and smaller SINR.

The second extension is to model the pilot contamination and base-station array

correlation, which both can reduce the SINR. The pilot contamination [7,8] is caused

by pilot reuse and leads to both non-coherent and coherent interference. In partic-

ular, without proper pilot decontamination, coherent interference can grow linearly

with the number of base-station antennas. Recent research [8, 56] demonstrates that

via multicell joint transmission, the massive MIMO system can reject the coherent

interference if the covariance matrix of pilot sharing users is asymptotically linearly

independent. Under the same condition, [8, 56] shows that the e↵ective SINR can

grow linearly with M without bound with pilot contamination and base-station array

correlation. Therefore, it is reasonable to use a finite pI to model the power of the

residual inter-cell interference after pilot decontamination.

Finally, we consider the latency-minimum transmission control of multicell sys-

tems with pilot contamination and base-station array correlation as an important

future work. Note that [8, 56] shows that the SINR can also grow linearly with M ,
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which implies that the mean condition (3.18) would be satisfied. Evaluating the vari-

ance condition (3.19) for this generalized setup is beyond the scope of this thesis.

To evaluate the impact of the spatial correlation, we utilize over-the-air measured

channels in Section 3.6.

3.6 Numerical Results

In this section, we utilize measured channels and simulated channels to confirm our

previous analysis in Section 3.3 and Section 3.5. During the numerical evaluation, the

latency duration is captured in the unit of second, which is obtained by multiplying

frame duration to latency measured in the unit of frame. We measure the over-the-

air channels between mobile clients and a 64-antenna massive MIMO base-station

with Argos system [2] on the campus of Rice University. Figure 3.6(a) and 3.6(b)

describes the Argos array and the over-the-air measurement setup. We measured the

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi channel (20 MHz, 52 non-empty data subcarriers) for four pedestrian

users in non-line-of-sight environments, which are denoted by Fig. 3.6(c). For each

user, we take channel measurements over 7900 frames of all subcarriers. The e↵ective

measured SNR between each mobile user and each base-station antenna is higher

than 15 dB. In simulations, we consider measured over-the-air channel traces as the

perfect channel.

(a)Argos Array (b) Over-the-air Measure-
ment Setup

Base-Station

(c) User Locations

Figure 3.6: Argos [2] Massive MIMO base-station and the over-the-air measurements setup. The background map of
Fig. 3.6(c) is generated by Google Maps [3]. The black single antennas denotes the locations of the mobile users.
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The base-station adopts MMSE estimator to estimate ⌧ uplink pilots, each of

power 20 dBm, from the users. Using the estimated channel, the base-station gen-

erates zero-forcing receive beamformers to decode the signal of each user. The users

are assumed to follow average power constraint of 20 dBm with large-scale fading

of �10 dB. The maximum bu↵er length B is 10. The packet arrival rate is uni-

form over the time at the rate of 5 packets per frame. And the packet size L is 52

bits per OFDM symbol. The latency penalty of dropped packets from bu↵er over-

flow is 0.5 s. And each self-contained frame is considered of duration 0.25 ms. The

state space of the target error rate is [1%, 2%, . . . , 20%], [0.1%, 0.2%, . . . , 0.9%],

and [0.01%, 0.02%, . . . , 0.09%]. Each user is under a maximum target error rate

constraint of 3.16%, which is equivalent to the 5G URLLC reliability constraint of

99.9999% (over 1 ms). And the power of the inter-cell interference equals the receiver

noise floor.

Fig. 3.7 provides the latency performance comparison of four di↵erent policies

over the measured channels and simulated i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels. The blue

lines are the optimal array-latency curves under the proposed joint reliability and

transmission rate adaptation, which is obtained by Algorithm 1. The red lines are

the proposed low-complexity LYRRC (3.23), which was discussed in Section 3.4. The

green colored lines capture the latency under optimal transmission rate adaptation

but fixed reliability (target error rate of 10%). And the black lines are the latencies

of fixed reliability (10% target error rate) and transmission rate adaptation under a

peak power constraint, which is currently deployed in LTE and Wi-Fi systems.

Over measured and simulated channels, the proposed joint control (blue and red

lines) clearly provides better latency performance than the two fixed-reliability coun-

terparts. Allowing target error rate to be adaptive on the number of antennas M

turned out to reduce the latency significantly. Compared to the fixed target error
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(a) ⌧ = 2, Measured Channel (b) ⌧ = 4, Measured Channel

(c) ⌧ = 2, i.i.d. Rayleigh Fading (d) ⌧ = 4, i.i.d. Rayleigh Fading

Figure 3.7: The solved latency under four di↵erent policies over measured and simulated 4-user channels. Algorithm 1
generated policy and LYRRC (3.23) are labeled by blue and red,respectively. Green lines is the policy of fixed
reliability (target error rate) and power adaptation based on queue-length. The peak power constrained policy with
fixed reliability is in black. The tra�c arrival rate is 5 packets per frame, each of size 52-bits per OFDM symbol. The
pilots power is 20 dBm. The average power constraint is 20 dBm with large-scale fading of �10 dBm.
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rate with peak power control, a 400⇥ latency reduction is observed when M > 30.

Additionally, when M is larger than 30, we find that the proposed joint control can

provide a 20⇥ latency reduction compared to the state-of-the-art control that fixes

target error rate and adapts transmission rate [20–23] (based on the number of anten-

nas and queue length). The large-array asymptotic latency-optimal control, LYRRC,

turned out to be near latency-optimal when M is larger than 30. Finally, we find

policies that fixed target error rate at 10% leads to at least 5 ms latency and cannot

satisfy the URLLC latency requirement.

Fig. 3.7 captures the influence of imperfect channel state information on latency.

For a multiuser uplink system, the inter-beam interference (3.30) reduces with the

number of pilots ⌧ . And achieving the same target error rate becomes more power ex-

pensive with larger inter-beam interference. Therefore, over measured and simulated

channels, the latency increases as ⌧ reduces.

Fig. 3.7 also demonstrates that the spatial correlation of the base-station antennas

reduces the minimum achievable latency. With the same number of pilots ⌧ , a lower

latency is observed in i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels than that in measured channels.

The increased latency can be explained by the reduced system capacity from spatial

correlation [7, 8]. We further remark that LYRRC achieves near optimal latency

performance over both measured and simulated channels when M > 36.

We now comment on the optimal target error rate that minimizes the latency.

Fig. 3.8(a) describes the latency-optimal target error rate obtained during solving

the latency minimization problems in Fig. 3.7. The latency-optimal target error rate

increases as ⌧ reduces due to less accurate channel estimation, which agrees with

LYRRC. Additionally, due to the reliability constraint, the solved latency-optimal

target error rates satisfy the 5G reliability requirement (target error rate of 3.16%).

Finally, we use simulations to verify our structural analysis in Section 3.4. Fig. 3.7
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(a) Latency-optimal Target Error Rate
and Number of Base-Station Antennas M

(b) Latency under µl (3.23) with finite
bu↵er length.

Figure 3.8: Fig. 3.8(a) shows the computed error rate that provides minimum latency in the measured channels. And
the resulted minimum latencies are shown in Fig. 3.7 (in blue). Fig. 3.8(b) verifies the latency characterization under
“rule of double” in Lemma 1.

confirms that LYRRC (3.23) is near latency-optimal forM larger than a finite number

of 38. One technical contribution independent of the massive MIMO system is a

simple transmission rate adaptation µ
l as min (q, 2�), which is referred to as “rule

of double” and is part of LYRRC. Lemma 1 captures that, when bu↵er size B !1,

the resulted latency by using µ
l and a target error rate ✏ < 0.5 is 1+ ✏

1�2✏ . Fig. 3.8(b)

shows the resulted latency by using µ
l with a finite bu↵er size. The (large-bu↵er)

asymptotic latency turned out to accurately approximate the system latency when B

is larger than 30. And as the target reliability increases (target error rate reduces),

bu↵er overflow is less likely to happen and the latency approximation in Lemma 1

becomes increasingly accurate.

3.7 Conclusion

In this work, we study the latency-optimal cross-layer control over wideband massive

MIMO channels. By identifying a tradeo↵ between queueing and retransmission

latency, we find that a lower physical layer target error rate does not always guarantee

lower latency. We present algorithms that generate the optimal target error rate and
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transmission rate policies. We show that to achieve the minimum latency, the target

error rate can no longer be considered fixed and needs to be adapted based on the

number of base-station antennas, channel estimation accuracy, and the tra�c arrival

rate. Our results also demonstrate that massive MIMO systems have the potential

to achieve both high reliability and low latency and are a promising candidates of 5G

URLLC.



Chapter 4

Low-Latency over Practical Massive MIMO

Channels

4.1 Motivation

In Chapter 3, we propose and demonstrate that a simple deterministic control

leads to the optimal latency for single user systems. However, the scheme might not

be directly extended to more practical channels with user correlation. In this chapter,

we answer the open question of:

How to achieve low-latency over practical channels with user correlation?

In this chapter, we answer the above the question by proposing an low-complexity

control based on Lyapunov optimization theory. Part of the materials in this chapter is

also presented in [77]. This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.2, we formally

formulate the throughput maximization and latency minimization massive MIMO

design problem. Section 4.2 then briefly reviews the state-of-the-art control design.
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To understand the queue dynamics and challenges in low-latency massive MIMO

design, we implement the current multiuser MIMO design over measured massive

MIMO channels in Section 4.3. Surprisingly, we find that the popular CQI based

fixed rate mapping can lead to a protocol deadlock, which is discussed in Section 4.3.

To resolve the deadlock, Section 4.4 presents DIRECT, which is a low-complexity

cross-layer framework that is optimized for low-latency and high throughput. We

evaluate the usefulness of DIRECT with over-the-air channels in Section 4.5. Finally,

Section 4.6 summarizes the major results of this chapter.

4.2 Multiuser Latency Minimization Problem

4.2.1 Massive MIMO system

4.2.1.1 Massive MIMO Downlink Channel

We study a massive MIMO downlink system with an M -antenna base-station and K

single-antenna users. Fig. 4.1 depicts the massive MIMO system where the scheduler

at the base-station schedules the transmission of the incoming tra�cs of all K users.

Figure 4.1: A M -antenna base-station serves K single-antenna users on the downlink. In each frame, the schedulers at
the base-station generates the arrival rates, user selection, and transmission rates based on the current queue-length.

The system is considered to operate by the unit of time slots. In this chapter,

we adopt the 5G numerology and consider each frame of duration of 0.25 ms. The
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downlink channel consists of the small-scale channel fading matrix H 2 CK⇥M and

the large-scale channel gain G. The large-scale channel gain G is a K ⇥K diagonal

matrix and is constant across di↵erent time slots. The k-th diagonal value of G is

thus the square root of the large-scale channel gain of User k which is �k. We model

the small-scale channel fading by the widely adopted Rayleigh block fading channel

model, i.e., each entry of H follows i.i.d. complex Gaussian distribution across all

frames.
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Figure 4.2: The 5G URLLC self-contained frames structure. Each frame spans over N subcarriers and consists of
downlink control, downlink data, guard period, and the uplink control. In each frame, the base-station encodes each
user’s data (to transmit) as a code block which spans all subcarriers. After the data transmission, the receiving users
notify the base-station about the decoding result via ACK (NACK) feedback. Along with the uplink ACK (NACK),
the receiving users send uplink channel feedback at the end of each frame.

4.2.1.2 Multiuser Downlink SINR

Prior to the downlink data transmission of each slot, each user will send uplink

channel training pilots to the base-station. Upon receiving the pilots, the base-station

estimates the downlink channel H with a MMSE estimator. Using the estimated

downlink channel, the base-station generate the precoding matrix and precodes the

signals of all K users. The base-station operates under a peak power constraint of

Pmax. In Slot t, the allocated power of User k is denoted as pk [t].

The received signal of the users are

y = GHVs+ z, (4.1)

where s 2 CK is the signal to be transmitted to the users. The precoding matrix

is V 2 CM⇥K . Recent study [32] demonstrates that, over measured channels, the
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conjugate beamforming method provides significantly higher SINR than that achieved

by the zero-forcing beamforming. The lower SINR is due to the fact that the conjugate

beamforming method cannot cancel the interference from user correlation. Based on

the above observations, we consider precoding matrix V 2 CM⇥K to be generated

by the zero-forcing beamforming algorithm, i.e., Vn

�
= �ĤH

n

⇣
ĤH

n
Ĥn

⌘�1

, where � is

the normalization factor. Finally, the additive noise is modeled by z 2 CK whose

elements are i.i.d. standard complex Gaussian.

Under the above models, the received SINR of User k on Subcarrier n is

SINRk,n =
�kpkvH

k,n
[t]hk,n [t] k2

1 +
P

j 6=k
�kpkvH

k,n
[t]hj,n [t] k2

, (4.2)

where p is the allocated power to selected users. We use [t] to denote the index of

the slot. In the sequel, we often omit the slot index [t] when the slot index is clear

from the context. Depending on the fading environment, the SINR (4.2) are random

variables that could have correlation across users, subcarriers, and time. Note that

due to both the limited pilot numbers and user mobility, the estimated channel is not

perfect. Thus, there will always exist interference at each user, which is captured by

the positive interference term
P

j 6=k
�jpj [t] kvH

k,n
[t]hj,n [t] k2.

4.2.1.3 Channel Coding Model

In each frame, the rate adaption (RA) will decide the transmission rate of each

selected users. The data to be transmitted is then encoded across all subcarriers.

Upon receiving the data Let rk [t] be the transmission rate of User k in Frame t. For

the considered coded wideband wireless system, the standard information theoretic
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arguments provides that User k can reliably decode the encoded message if

NX

n=1

log (1 + SINRk,n) > rk. (4.3)

Here, SINRk,n is the SINR of User k on Subcarrier n and is given by (4.2). Hence,

after decoding, User k feeds back ACK if condition (4.3) holds and NACK otherwise.

Past studies [53, 70, 78, 79] demonstrated that (4.3) closely captures the outages for

systems with strong coding.

4.2.1.4 Multiuser Queueing Model

As depicted in Fig. 4.1, the base-station receives incoming tra�c towards the K users

from higher layers. In Slot t, the arrival rates are

a [t] = (a1 [t] , a2 [t] , . . . , aK [t]) .

We assume the arrival rates are independent among users and across slots. Let

�k be the average arrival rate of User k, i.e., �k = E (ak [t]) , 8k. In each slot, a

transmission scheduler chooses the achievable rates via power allocation. For the

K users, the base-station maintains separate queues, whose lengths are denoted as

q [t] = (q1 [t] , q2 [t] , . . . , qK [t]). The queue-lengths of User k then follows

qk [t+ 1] = (qk [t]� 1ACKrk [t])
+ + ak [t] , (4.4)

where (·)+ = max (·, 0). And 1ACK equals 1 if decoding is successful and equals 0 on

failed decoding. By Little’s law, for a stable queueing system, the average latency of

users are

Dk =
E[qk [t]]

�k

, 8k. (4.5)
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4.2.2 Optimization Formulation

In this chapter, we are interested in design cross-layer control that jointly maximizes

the throughput and minimizes the latency of all users. Let the average throughput

of User k be �k =
1
T

P
T�1
t=0 r̄k [t]. The optimization problem is mathematically stated

as

max
X

k

Uk (�k, Dk) (4.6a)

subject to Feasible Action Constraints. (4.6b)

Here, Uk (r,D) represents the utility that a user obtains with average throughput of

r and latency of Dk. In addition, Uk (r,D) is a function that monotonically increasing

on r and decreasing on Dk. For general wireless networks, such scheduling problem

is well-known to be NP-hard [80]. An alternative approach to solve (4.6) is to relax

on the latency constraint to be that queues of all users are strongly stable. Let a

utility functions Uk (�k) , 8k be continuous, monotonically increasing,non-negative,

and concave functions on the average throughput. The relaxed optimization is then

max
X

k

Uk (�k) . (4.7a)

subject to lim
t!1

1

T

TX

t=0

E [qk [t]]  1, 8k (4.7b)

Feasible Action Constraints. (4.7c)

Given the complexity and tightly coupled nature of the cross-layer control, a direct

optimization of (4.7) also seems intractable. Fortunately, the optimal control point

can be explicated achieved by the stochastic optimization approach, which will be

reviewed in the rest of this section.
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4.2.3 State-of-the-Art Stochastic Optimization Algorithm

In this section, we first review the state-of-the-art stochastic optimization approach

on using stochastic optimization approach that solves the problem (4.7). The major

idea is to design control which minimizes instantaneous Lyapunov drift of each slot.

Algorithm 2 Low-Latency Control: Queue Length Based Scheduling and

Congestion Control

Iteration: In each time slot t � 1, repeat the following three steps.

1: User Selection: Solve for the scheduling via the following maximization:

S = argmax
S2S

KX

k=1

qk [t] rk (S) . (4.8)

2: Congestion Control: Choose data injection rates an, 8k as:

ak [t] = min
h
U

0�1
k

(qk [t] /V ) , Amax

i
(4.9)

3: Queue Update: For User 1, 2, . . . , K, update the queue length as

qk [t+ 1] = (qk [t]� 1ACKrk [t])
+ + ak [t] (4.10)

Here, V is a parameter to be designed. We note that in Algorithm 2 the trans-

mission controller and congestion controller are only coupled via the queue-length.

And Algorithm 2 can be separated into two parts: a queue-length based transmission

scheduler (4.8) and a queue-length based congestion controller (4.9).

Past results [24–27] (see [16] for a tutorial) has demonstrated that the decoupled

design in Algorithm 2 can perform well when the system state is perfectly known,

and system states are perfectly-known. Specifically, with perfect CSI and channels

to be i.i.d. across frames, the utility can be O(1/V ) close to the global optimal while

the average latency can be bounded by O (V ).
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Furthermore, we remark that di↵erent utility functions can be employed to reflect

various forms of fairness, which includes the proportional fairness and max-min fair-

ness [16]. For example, the logarithmic utility function Uk = log (r) are often used to

capture the proportional fairness scheduling.

For a practical massive MIMO system, however, the Algorithm 2 cannot be di-

rectly used. Firstly, due to the limited training sequence and user mobility, channel

knowledge is not perfect. Therefore, RA has to be designed to overcome the fading.

Secondly, the real-world channel could be correlated over time, which is often referred

to as channels with memory. Thirdly, even with perfect channel knowledge over i.i.d.

channels, the computational cost can be prohibitively high due to a large number

of possible schedules, which is often known as the “curse of high dimensionality”.

In Section 4.3, we will first present our over-the-air channel measurements. Based

on the measured channels, we evaluate the performance of Algorithm 2 with current

deployed LTE-type fixed RA. We then highlight the design challenges and propose a

low-complexity control design.

4.3 Generation of Deadlock: A Case Study

In this section, we first present the measurement campaign conducted. Based on the

measured channels, we then examines the performance of systems with fixed RA and

demonstrate that fixed RA leads to protocol deadlock in Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Channel Measurement Setup

Using the Rice Argos platform [2], we measured the channels between a 64-antenna

base-station and 63 single-antenna mobile and stationary users. The base-station was

placed in an outdoor environment and our measurements include fast moving users,
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slowly moving users, and stationary users in both line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight

environments. We measured the channels overall 52 non-empty subcarriers of the 20

MHz Wi-Fi channels at 2.4 GHz. For each mobile users, we continuously measured

channels over more than 3500 frames1 and the per-antenna measured SNR is higher

than 20 dB. Fig. 4.3 presents pictures of the used Argos platform and the measured

locations. And the location of the measured users is described in Fig. 4.3(c).

(a) Argos Array (b) Over-the-air Measurement
Setup

Base-Station

Mobile User
Stationary User

(c) Experimental Locations

Figure 4.3: Fig. 4.3(a) presents the used Rice Argos [2] system. An example of the channel measurement setup is
presented in Fig. 4.3(b). And Fig. 4.3(c) marks the locations of the mobile users. Google Maps [6] generates the
background picture of Fig. 4.3(c).

For massive MIMO systems, a commonly used working assumption is that the

large number of spatial degrees of freedom at the base-station will automatically

make any user pairs to be of little channel correlation. Let the channel correlation be-

tween two users be khH

1 h2k
kh1kkh2k . Such e↵ect is referred to as “favorable propagation” [39].

Recent channel measurements [53] finds that user channels could be of high correla-

tion. Furthermore, [53] finds that user correlation might not reduce when array size

M > 20. Using spatial signal process, [53] also pinpoints the root cause of such high

user correlations to be the overlap of angle-of-departures. Therefore, user correlation

can and will always exist in practical massive MIMO channels.

To confirm the measured user correlations in the measured channels among the

1For all stationary users, the number of measured frames are more than 1000 frames and shorter
than 3500 frames. In order to align with the mobile traces, we pad the same stationary user traces.
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63 users, we first examine the average correlation among all user pairs over the 3500

frames and 52 subcarriers, which is pictured in Fig. 4.5. The o↵-diagonal values in

Fig. 4.5 denotes the user correlations between users at two di↵erent locations. Despite

that users are at least separated by a few wavelengths, we still observe that some

users can be highly correlated. In addition, we conclude that most user correlation is

smaller than 0.3.

(a) Rayleigh Fading Channels (b) Measured Channels

Figure 4.4: User Correlations between all user pairs of a 4-User massive MIMO channel. Fig. (a) and (b) shares the
save legend.

We now inspect the user correlation variation over-the-air. Fig. 4.4(b) plots the

user correlations of all user pairs among the selected 4 users (marked in red box in

Fig. 4.3(c)). User 0 and User 1 channel correlation is still above 0.4 and can exceed

0.8. Clearly, the user correlation among User 0 and User 1 is much higher than that in

Rayleigh fading. In addition, we see that the user correlation does have memory and

is not i.i.d. distributed across users or time, which contradict the working assumption

of Algorithm 2. Therefore, the performance of Algorithm 2 with existing RA remains

unclear. To understand the performance of the existing RA, we now evaluate its

performance over the measured channels.
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Figure 4.5: User correlations of all user pairs among the 73 measured channels. The user correlation is averaged over
the 52 subcarriers and 3500 frames and the labels round to the second decimal place. The i-th point of the j-th row
is the computed user correlation between User i and User j.
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4.3.2 LTE-type Fixed Rate Adaption Performance Evalua-

tion

To understand the dynamics of Algorithm 2, we now implement the algorithm with

LTE-style fixed rate mapping RA over measured channels. Specifically, for LTE-

style fixed RA, the transmission rate of each selected user is selected so that a fixed

error rate will be achieved on the long-term overall users combinations and all user

selections. Therefore, the transmission rate will only be a function of the number of

selected users and SNR, i.e., not on the selected users. For example, Fig. 4.6 plots

the CDF of the maximum downlink achievable rate over the measured channels. And

the black points mark transmission of users with di↵erent SNR if a target error rate

of 3.16% is adopted.

Figure 4.6: The packet Error rate of systems with di↵erent transmission rates over measured channels with 4 users
on downlink. The black points marks the transmission rate at target error rate of 3.16%.

We first consider a toy example of a 4-user downlink system over 3500 frames.

In each frame, the Algorithm provides the control actions on the following aspects:

a). User selection based via solving (4.8). b). Transmission rate adaption for the

selected users based on the fixed transmission rate mapping. c). The congestion

controller (4.9) determines the arrival rates for all users. We evaluate the throughput

and latency performance of fixed RA algorithm under both simulated iid Rayleigh

fading channels and measured channels. The peak transmission power is 20 dBm.
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And the pathloss is 100 dB and the noise floor is �85 dB. The achieved performance

of both fixed RA and the genie aided are presented in Fig. 4.7.

Figure 4.7: The throughput and latency

Surprisingly, We find that LTE-type fixed RA leads to little throughput and large

latency over the measured channels. We now show that the poor performance is due

to the memory of the practical channels.

Figure 4.8: The throughput and latency

Fig. 4.8 plots the queue-length evolution of the 4 users under Algorithm 2 with

fixed RA based on Rayleigh fading. User 0 and User 1 queue are increasing over

time. The increasing queue is due to that the transmission to User 0 and User 1

will likely results in outage due to high user correlation. Furthermore, due to the

channel memory, such outage is likely to always happen over time. As a result, the

queue-lengths of User 0 and User 1 will become long, which translates large latency.

Finally, due to the long queues at User 0 and user 1, User 2 and User 3 are less likely

to be selected when queue lengths are short, which means that User 2 and User 3
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are also starved. Therefore, a single pair of users with high channel correlation will

starve all users and leads to large latency.

Based on the toy example presented above, we observe that due to the imperfect

channel and channel memory. And current LTE-type fixed RA actually leads to little

throughput and large latency. A question that begs to be answered is how to design

the proper cross-layer control which can achieve low-latency and high throughput.

4.4 DIRECT: Balancing Queueing, Retransmission,

Correlation and Throughput

In this Section, we now present Delay-minimizing balancing over queueIng, Retransmission,

Correlation, and Throughput (DIRECT). DIRECT is a low-complexity stochastic

optimization framework that targets high throughput and low-latency via the joint

control design of user selection, transmission rate adaption, and congestion control.

We first present the proposed design control components. At the end of this section,

we formally summarize the proposed stochastic optimization scheme.

4.4.1 Correlation Aware User Selection: Balance Queueing

With User Correlation

Based on the estimated channel vectors
n
ĥk, 1  k  K

o
from the last frame, the

base-station first need to find up to B users to be served in the current slots for

data transmission. Such user selection is challenging due to both the imperfect CSI

and a large number of possible user selection combinations. For example, with 24

connected users and the maximum number of beams to be 10, there are more than

4.5 million unique user combinations to be selected from. On the one hand, we want

to minimize the instantaneous Lyapunov drift on queue-lengths by selecting users
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with the longest queues. On the other hand, we want the selected users to be semi-

orthogonal. Therefore, a tradeo↵ between queueing and user correlation needs to be

balanced.

Since exhaustive search over all possible combinations is computationally imprac-

tical even for a moderate number of users and beams, we now propose a heuristic

user selection algorithm. The main idea is to use a greedy approach and try to strike

the sweet spot between the current queue length and user channel orthogonality.

Specifically, we select the first user to be of the longest discounted queue length as

⇡ (1) = arg max
1kK

qkdk, (4.11)

where dk is the discount factor from imperfect CSI and will be described later in

Section 4.4.2. To select the i + 1-th user after first i users are selected, we balances

the queue-lengths

⇡ (i+ 1) = arg max
k 6=⇡(k0), 8k0i


1�max

k
0i

cor
⇣
ĥ
⇡(k0), ĥk

⌘�
qkdk. (4.12)

Here, an additional discount
h
1�max

k
0i

cor
⇣
ĥ
⇡(k0), ĥk

⌘i
is applied to capture the

user correlation. Note that user correlation between any user pairs is always smaller

than 1 except for the case when two channels only di↵er by a constant multiplier.

Therefore, the greedy user selection algorithm (4.11) and (4.12) will almost always

output a user group of B users, where B is the maximum number of beams. Ideally,

the proposed user selection algorithm should find B users whose channels are semi-

orthogonal and with long queues. In Section 4.5, we will test the performance of the

proposed user selection algorithm over measured channels.

We now comment on two special cases of the proposed user selection algorithm.

If the perfect channel is available at the base station and all users are of the same
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queue-lengths, the discounted queue-lengths of all users are the same. Therefore,

the proposed greedy user selection degenerate to greedily picking addition users with

the lowest correlation, which is usually referred to as the semi-orthogonal procedure

in the small-scale MIMO community. Past small-scale MIMO theory work [81, 82]

demonstrate that such semi-orthogonal procedure is throughput optimal in the large

user regime. Finally, if all users are of equal low user correlation and the perfect

channel is available, the proposed user selection reduces to picking users with the

longest queues, which matches well with the existing low-latency theory works [24–27].

4.4.2 Interference Aware RA: Balance Throughput With Re-

transmission

In each frame, via the proposed greedy user selection algorithm, B users are selected.

A good RA design needs to balance between the current transmission rate of the frame

and the possible retransmission. Selecting a rate too high will increase the outage

probability, which means higher latency from re-transmission. However, a too low

error rate will reduce the transmission rate too much and results in small throughput,

which increases queueing latency. Thus, a good RA should set the transmission rate

to achieve the sweet spot between instantaneous throughput and retransmissions. We

remark that such tradeo↵ between queueing and re-transmission on wireless channels

has been first identified and characterized in a single user massive MIMO channels

(MISO channel) by [53].

The RA problem is especially hard due to a large number of possible user se-

lections, which is O
�
K

B
�
. Therefore, the last time that the same set of users are

selected might have a large time gap or even not exist. And this makes the traditional

user rate adaption fails. Before designing a low-complexity RA algorithm, we first

present a theorem that can reduce the dimensionality of RA to O (K).
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Before designing the influence of inter-node and inter-beam interference, we first

introduce a relevant lemma that enables the analysis of a multiuser MIMO downlink

system with CSI amount (at the base station) varying from user to user. This lemma

is crucial for the analysis of sequential beamforming strategy, where the base-station

has di↵erent levels of CSI from each user during the training phase. Let hk be the

current channel realization of User k and ĥk be the estimated channel of past user

channels. To capture the influence of channel estimation error and user mobility, we

model the user channel as

hk =
p⌧

1 + p⌧
ĥk +

1

1 + p⌧
✏k. (4.13)

Here, ✏k denotes the channel mismatch from both limited training sequence and user

mobility. And p⌧ denotes the correlation between the past estimated channel and

measured channels.

Theorem 8 For a B user downlink channel, the maximum achievable rate of User

k, the achievable rate will converges to the following value as

rk

r
p

k

d! dk, as M !1, (4.14)

where r
p

k
is the achievable rate computed as if downlink channel is ĥk and dk is given

by

dk =
1

1 + B�1
p⌧+1

B

M�B

. (4.15)

Proof The proof can be found in Appendix K.

Theorem 8 suggests that to improve the downlink performance of a certain user,

the base-station only needs to know more accurate CSI regarding that particular

user. For example, if base-station has perfect knowledge of hi and limited knowledge
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on other users’ CSI, the base station still precodes signal intended to other users

to the null space of User i. Thus, User i still operates perfectly without su↵ering

any inter-beam interference by adopting ZF technique. with the same rate during

training.

Since rp
k
is only a function of Ĥ and can be directly computed by the base-station

Based on Theorem 8, it is su�cient to design RA algorithms that. Specifically, we

propose a two-step adaptive RA algorithm. Notice that the value of dk is a function

of

By treating estimated CSI as perfect, compute the downlink achievable rate r
p

k
.

Select the transmission rate of selected users as:

rk = r
p

k
dk, k 2 S . (4.16)

Upon receiving the decoding results, update the discount index as

dk =

8
><

>:

min(dk ⇤ (1 + �ACK) , 1), if ACK from User k

dk ⇤ (1� �NACK) , if NACK from User k
(4.17)

Here, �ACK and �NACK are two parameters that determines the adoption rate of the

discount factor on user feedback.

4.4.3 Queue-Length Based Congestion Control: Balance Queue-

ing with Throughput

Past results (see details in Section 4.2.3) demonstrate that, with perfect channel

knowledge, the congestion control couples with transmission control (user selection

and rate adaption) only via queue-lengths. In addition, such decoupled design has

been shown to provide near optimal throughput with bounded latency [24, 25] if
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perfect channel knowledge is available. Inspired by the optimality of the previous

design, in this chapter, we also decouple the congestion control with both the user

selection and rate adaption. And the congestion control will be only dependent on

the queue-length and the selected utility function as (4.9).

4.4.4 Control Dynamics Summary

Based on the described user selection algorithm, rate adaption algorithm, and conges-

tion control, we now formally state the control dynamics under the proposed control

is then given by.

Algorithm 3 DIRECT: Balancing Queueing, Retransmission, Correlation and

Throughput

Initialization:

1: Initialize the discount factor dk for all 1  k  K to be 1.0.

Iteration: In each time slot t � 1, repeat the following three steps.

2: Greedy User Selection: Selects the users to be transmitted via (4.11) and (4.12).

3: Rate Adaption: For selected users, determine the transmission rate by (4.16).

4: Congestion Control: Choose data injection rates an, 8k as:

ak [t] = min
h
U

0�1
k

(qk [t] /V ) , Amax

i
. (4.18)

5: Queue Update: For User 1, 2, . . . , K, update the queue length as

qk [t+ 1] = (qk [t]� 1ACKrk [t])
+ + ak [t] (4.19)

6: Interference Discount Update: For each selected user, upon receive the de-

coding results, update the discount as (4.17).
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4.5 Numerical Evaluations

In Section 4.4, we propose DIRECT, which is a low-complexity cross-layer control

framework. To test the performance of DIRECT in-the-wild, we now evaluate its

performance over the measured channels. We consider the downlink interference free

SNR to be 5dB. In each simulation case consists of 24 randomly selected users from the

63 total measured channels with length of 3500 frames. Over each of the 3500 frames,

DIRECT will generate the user selection, transmission rate, and congestion control for

all 24 users. We consider proportional fairness and Uk (·) = log (·+ 0.001). Finally,

in simulation, we set the imperfect channel discount factor adaption parameters as

�ACK = 0.01 and �NACK = 0.1. Finally, we consider the V to be 10000(B/K) during

the simulation. In addition, we also present the performance of a genie-aided system.

In the genie-aided system, we consider that full channel knowledge is perfectly known

at the base station. Due to a large number of possible computational cost, we limited

the number of possible schedules to be 1000 for the genie-aided exhaust search in the

simulations.

(a) Delay (b) Throughput

Figure 4.9: Cool Explanations. The two figures shares the same legend.

We first evaluate the throughput and latency performance of DIRECT over the

measured channels when the maximum number of beams are 4. Fig. 4.9(a) presents
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the latency performance under both the DIRECT and the proposed scheme, DIRECT

and LTE-type fixed RA based scheme. Interestingly, the proposed DIRECT control

achieves almost the same latency as the genie-aided counterparts, which is a 100⇥

latency reduction compared to that under LTE-type fixed RA. To understand the

source of the performance gap between the proposed and the genie-aided, we further

plot the performance of the DIRECT with perfect RA. We find that DIRECT with

perfect RA achieves almost the sample performance of the genie aided counterpart.

Therefore, most of the performance loss comes from the outage under imperfect RA,

whose root cause is imperfect channel knowledge. Similar to the latency performance,

we also present the throughput performance in Fig. 4.9(b). We find that DIRECT

achieves near 30⇥ throughput improvement compared to the LTE-type fixed RA.

And the proposed greedy user selection with perfect RA leads to almost the same

performance as genie aided.

We next switch our attention to the influence of the maximum number of beams. A

higher maximum number of beams suggests that more users can be multiplexed at the

base-station at the same time, i.e., higher spatial multiplexing gain. A higher spatial

multiplexing gain is expected to deliver higher throughput and lower latency. Fig. 4.10

presents the delay and throughput performance under DIRECT with the di↵erent

number of beams. We find that adding more beams when maximum beam numbers

are smaller than 6 will leads to higher throughput and lower latency. However, adding

more beams beyond 6 does not add much gain. And DIRECT with a maximum

number of beams of 12 even has lower throughput and higher delay than that with

10 beams. This can be explained by the observations that user correlation does exist.

And the user correlation among selected users of each frame will statistically increase

with the maximum number of beams.
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(a) Delay (b) Throughput

Figure 4.10: The throughput and latency of massive MIMO systems with varying maximum of beams. The error bar
is across di↵erent simulation traces, i.e., di↵erent 24 user group. The two figures shares the same legend.

4.6 Summary: Low-Latency Requires Multi-Dimension

Balancing

In this chapter, we present a cross-layer stochastic optimization framework, DIRECT,

that achieve low-latency and high-throughput via carefully balancing queueing, re-

transmission, user correlation, and throughput. The three major components are a)

User selection algorithm that balances queueing with correlation; b) RA algorithm

that balances throughput with retransmission; c). Congestion controller that balances

queueing with throughput. Using measured over-the-air channels based evaluation,

DIRECT achieves near capacity throughput and low latency.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Thesis Contribution Summary

In this thesis, we measure the multiuser massive MIMO channel and find that user

correlation can always exist even for users that are far-away and base-stations with

large arrays. To achieve low-latency communication, we first develop LYRRC for

single user systems and multiuser systems with near orthogonal channels. In the

large array regime, LYRRC achieves the optimal-latency, which is diminishing with

the number of base-station antennas. However, LYRRC cannot be directly extended

to practical massive MIMO channels with user correlation. To achieve low-latency

communication over practical channels, we design DIRECT, which jointly balances

queueing, retransmission, correlation, and throughput via stochastic optimization.

Using measured over-the-air channels, we demonstrate that DIRECT can deliver near

capacity throughput at less than 1 ms latency.
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5.2 Future Directions

We consider this thesis as the first steps towards both better user channel models and

low-latency 5G network design. At the end of this thesis, we point out some potential

directions that are inspired by the findings reported in this thesis.

Firstly, our measurements suggest that new channel models are needed to provide

multiuser MIMO systems. In this thesis, we present measured in an outdoor envi-

ronment at Rice University. However, to fully understand the behavior of the user

correlation calls for channel measurements of larger scale and more diverse environ-

ments, which is only possible with more resource from both academic and industry.

In addition, the multiuser channel model proposed is a statistical channel model. To

proper use such channel models, the distribution of the parameters should again be

measured and modeled under much more diverse environments.

Secondly, for the single user latency optimal deigns, our theoretical analysis con-

siders the utilization factor to be ⇢ 2 [0, 1), which is usually referred to as light tra�c

regime in the networking community. Our single user analysis reveals that diminishing

latency can be achieved for any point among the light tra�c regime. An immediate

question is whether such results can be carried into the heavy tra�c regime. In the

queueing terms: if ⇢ is also increasing to 1 as M !1, what is the maximum scaling

of ⇢ that a system can support while achieving diminishing latency? And what is the

latency optimal policy in the heavy tra�c regime?

Thirdly, the proposed stochastic cross-layer control demonstrate high throughput

and low-latency performance over the measured channels. However, we cannot estab-

lish the theoretical gap that bounds achieved performance of the proposed control.

Part of the reason is that more channel measurement and modeling e↵ort is required

to provide a good abstraction on the dynamics of the user correlation. The other

part of the reason is that even for systems with the perfect channel, it is not clear
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what is the performance upper bound. To establish theoretical analysis for the pro-

posed scheme, we expect a joint physical layer modeling and Lyapunov stability based

analysis is needed.

Finally, our cross-layer designs provide insights into the wireless network layering

of latency-critical applications. Currently, the rate adaption is part of the physical

layer and is independent of the user selection and congestion at the higher layers. Our

results demonstrate that a latency-centered scheduler not only calls for the usage of

higher layer information but also needs the joint co-design of the physical layer and

MAC. In particular, we find that the queue length is key to the control balancing

against user correlation, throughput, and retransmission. The findings demonstrate

the need for software abstraction that can access the control plane across the physical

layer to the transport layer, which is in line with the recent software define network

results.



Appendices
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A Proof of Theorem 1

We prove by computing the denominator and the numerator of (2.4). Denote
�
✓
l

x
, ✓

l

y

�

as ✓l. By the array response vector definition in (2.8), 1
M
a (✓)H a (✓) = 1. We first

compute |h1| as

1

M
|h1|2 =

LX

l=1

g
l

1 +
1

M

LX

l1=1

X

l2 6=l1

q
g
l1
1 g

l2
1 e

j

⇣
�
l1
1 ��

l2
1

⌘

aH
�
✓l1
�
a
�
✓l2
�
, (1)

which is immediate via algebraic manipulations. Similarly, we compute the numerator

of (2.4) as

1

M
hH

1 h2 =
LX

l=1

q
gl1g

l

2e
j(�l

2��
l

1) +
1

M

LX

l1=1

X

l2 6=l1

q
g
l1
1 g

l2
2 e

j

⇣
�
l1
1 ��

l2
2

⌘

aH
�
✓l1
�
a
�
✓l2
�

(2)

By Lemma 2 in Appendix F, for two independent uniform random angles ✓l1 and

✓l2 , aH
�
✓l1
�
a
�
✓l2
� p! 0 in the large array regime. Note that �l

2��
l

1 follows uniform

distribution on [0, 4⇡]. The continuous mapping theorem completes the proof by

substituting (1), (2) into (2.4).

B Proof of Corollary 1

Based on Theorem 1, we now characterize c (h1,h2). Let c̃ denote

����
P

L

l=1

r
g
l

1P
L

l=1 g
l

1

g
l

2P
L

l=1 g
l

2
e
j�̃

l

����.

We start with the mean computation. After some manipulations, E [c̃2] equals

E
⇥
c̃
2
⇤
=

1P
l
gl1

P
l
gl2

(
LX

l=1

g
l

1g
l

2 +
LX

l1=1

LX

l2=1,l2 6=l1

q
g
l1
1 g

l1
2 g

l2
1 g

l2
2 E

h
e
�j(�̃l1��̃

l2)
i)

. (3)

Using that �̃l1 follows independent uniform distribution on [0, 2⇡] completes the proof

of (2.10). Since Var [c̃2] = E [c̃4] � E
2 [c̃2], we now finish the proof by using (3) and
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computing E [c̃4] as

E
⇥
c̃
4
⇤
=

 P
L

l=1 g
l

1g
l

2P
l
gl1

P
l
gl2

!2

+

P
L

l1=1

P
L

l2=1,l2 6=l1
g
l1
1 g

l1
2 g

l2
1 g

l2
2�P

l
gl1

P
l
gl2

�2 . (4)

C E↵ective SINR of Conjugate Beamforming

Based on the conjugate beamforming weights (2.14), we rewrite the signal model

in (2.3) as

yk =
p

dCJ�kE

h
ĥH

k
ĥk

i
sk +

p
dCJ�k

⇣
ĥH

k
ĥk � E

h
ĥH

k
ĥk

i⌘
sk

+
p

dCJ�k

X

j 6=k

ĥH

k
ĥjsj + wk �

p
�kh̃

H

k
Vs.

The first term is the signal, and the other four terms are interference and noise. The

noise power Var[wk] equals 1. We now derive the power of the signal and interference

terms. Equation (17) in Lemma 3 gives the covariance matrix of ĥH

k
ĥk. The signal

power then equals

Var
hp

dk�kE

h
ĥH

k
ĥk

i
sk

i2
= dk�kE

2
h
ĥH

k
ĥk

i
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�
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u
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trRb �M�

2
⌧

�2
. (5)

By (18) in Lemma 3, we have ĥk ⇠ CN
�
0, Ru

kk
Rb � �

2
⌧
IM
�
. Applying Lemma 4, the

beamforming uncertainty interference power reads

Var
hp

�kd

⇣
ĥH

k
ĥk � E

h
ĥH

k
ĥk

i⌘
sk

i
= �kd

CJ
n
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i
(Ru
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�
2
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R

u
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4
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o
.

(6)
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By (17) in Lemma 3, we have that the interference from channel non-orthogonality

power is

Var

 
p

dCJ�k

X

j 6=k

ĥH
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ĥjsj
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= d
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A = d
CJ
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(7)

The last step is based on Lemma 3 and Isserlis’ theorem [83]. The algebraic manip-

ulations are omitted due to the space constraint. The interference power from the

imperfect channel equals

Var
hp

�kh̃
H

k
Vs
i
= �k�

2
⌧
trE

⇥
VssHVH

⇤
= �k�

2
⌧
trE

⇥
ssH
⇤
trE

⇥
VVH

⇤
= �k�

2
⌧
P. (8)

Combining (5), (6), (7), (8) leads to the SINR expression in Theorem 2. Finally, by

using (18) in Lemma 3, we complete the proof by computing the normalization scalar

as

d
CJ =

P

trE
h
ĤĤH

i =
P

(trRbtrRu �MK�2
⌧
)
.

D E↵ective SINR of Zero-forcing Beamforming

By plugging the ZF beamforming matrix in (2.14) into the signal model (2.3), the

interference from the transmitted signal on the estimated channel is zero. Therefore,

it su�ces to compute the power of the signal and imperfect channel interference. The

signal power satisfies that

Var
hp

�kĥ
H

k
vksk

i
= Var

hp
�k

p
dZFsk

i
= d

ZF
�k.
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By orthogonality principle, Ĥ is independent of the estimated channel and thus the

computed beamforming matrix. The interference power from imperfect channel esti-

mation is then

Var
hp

�kh̃
H

k
Vs
i
= �k�

2
⌧
trE

⇥
VssHVH

⇤
= �k�

2
⌧
trE

⇥
ssH
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= �k�

2
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P. (9)

Finally, we compute the power normalization scalar dZF as

d
ZF =

P

Etr
h
V̂V̂H

i = P

⇢
E


tr
⇣
ĤĤH

⌘�1
���1

.

Notice that ĤĤH is a Hermitian matrix. The eigendecomposition gives that Q⇤QH ,

where ⇤ is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix. We thus have that

tr
⇣
ĤĤH

⌘�1

= tr
�
Q⇤QH

��1
= tr

�
Q⇤

�1QH
�
= tr

�
⇤QQH

��1
= tr

�
⇤

�1
�
.

The proof is then complete by the captured distribution of Ĥ as in (19).

E Proof of Corollary 3

Based on Theorem 3, it is su�cient to compute the d
ZF. The distribution of Ĥ is

given in (2.21). Under C1, Rb = IM . The estimated channel follows matrix Gaussian

distribution as Ĥ ⇠ MN (0,Ru � �
2
⌧
IK , IM) . Therefore, each column of Ĥ follows

CN (0M ,Ru � �
2
⌧
IK). Hence, ĤĤH is a complex Wishart matrix with M degree of

freedom and scale matrix of Ru� �
2
⌧
IK . We now derive the matrix inversion trace as

E


tr
⇣
ĤĤH

⌘�1
�
= trE

⇣
ĤĤH

⌘�1
�
=

tr (Ru � �
2
⌧
IK)

�1

M �K
. (10)
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Here, the last step is by the Wishart matrix inverse theorem, which is detailed in

Lemma 7. The power normalization factor dZF (2.14) then reads

d
ZF =

P (M �K)

tr (Ru � �2
⌧
IK)

�1 . (11)

It then su�ces to compute tr (Ru � �
2
⌧
IK)

�1. Define R̃u = Ru� �
2
⌧
IK � �1K1T

K
. We

now compute the trace of (Ru � �
2
⌧
IK)

�1 =
⇣
R̃u + �1K1T

K

⌘�1

as follows. We first

decompose the matrix inverse via Lemma 6, the Sherman—Morrison—Woodbury

matrix identity.
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Notice that R̃u can be re-written as a block matrix with all zeros o↵-diagonal blocks

and diagonals blocks being R̃u

n
. Each diagonal block R̃u

n
have diagonal values of

� = 1 � �
2
⌧
� � and o↵-diagonal values of cn = ↵n � �. To derive
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, which is given by Lemma 5 as
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We now compute the second term on the right of (12). We first compute the constant

scalar as

1 + �1T

K
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1K =1 +
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And the trace of the matrix products reads as
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where the last step is immediate by matrix manipulations with the block matrix
⇣
R̃u

⌘�1

derived in (13). We now compute the trace of (12) as follows.
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By plugging (13), (14), (15) into above, we can compute the tr (Ru � �
2
⌧
IK)

�1 with

algebraic manipulations. The proof is then complete with (11).

F Useful Lemmas

Lemma 2 In the large array regime, the normalized dot product of two array re-

sponse vectors (2.8) with uniform random angles converges in distribution to 0, i.e.,

1

M
aH (✓1) a (✓2)

p! 0, as M !1. (16)

Proof Note that Proposition 2 in [40] provides the mean and variance of 1
M
aH (✓1) a (✓2).

The proof is then immediate by substituting the mean and variance into the Cheby-

shevs Inequality.

Lemma 3 Under model (2.13) and (2.2), the estimated channel Ĥ satisfies that
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where Ru

kj
is the element of Ru on the k-th row and j-th column. And Ĥ also satisfies

that
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Proof By (2.13) and (2.2), both the perfect channel and estimation error both

follow matrix normal distribution as H ⇠ MN (0,Ru,Rb) and H̃ ⇠ (0, �2
⌧
IK , IM).

By orthogonality principle, the estimated channel is independent of the channel and

we have
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Here, this step is immediate by the fact that a linear transformed Gaussian vector

is still Gaussian. Matrix manipulations on the Kronecker product completes the

proof of (17). Finally, using (17) and the fact that E
h
ĥH

k
ĥj

i
= trE

h
ĥkĥH

j

i
, (18) is

immediate with matrix manipulations.

Lemma 4 For x ⇠ CN (0,R) of M elements, it follows that

Var
⇥
xHx

⇤
= tr

�
RTR

�
. (20)

Proof The variance is directly available via expanding Var
⇥
xHx

⇤
as E

⇣P
M

m=1 x
2
m

⌘2�
�

hP
M

m=1 E (x2
m
)
i2
. The prove is then immediate by leveraging the fact that E [x4

m
] =

2R2
kk

and E
⇥
x
2
m
x
2
m

0

⇤
= RmmRm

0
m

0 +R
2
mm

0 , for m 6= m
0
. The algebraic manipulations

are omitted due to space constraint, and details are available in [83].

Lemma 5 For a s⇥s real matrix with diagonals being � and o↵-diagonals being c, the

inverse is a matrix with the diagonal elements being �+(s�2)c
[�+(s�1)c](��c) and the o↵-diagonal

elements being � c

[�+(s�1)c](��c) .

Proof We compute R�1
n

by splitting Rn as Rn = (� � ↵) Isn +↵1sn⇥sn
, To compute
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the inverse of Rn, we utilize the Sherman—Morrison—Woodbury matrix identity,

which is detailed by Lemma 6. The proof is complete by some algebraic manipula-

tions.

Lemma 6 [84, Section 2.1.3] Let matrix A 2 Cn⇥n and U,V 2 Cn⇥k. If A and
�
I+VHA�1U

�
are invertible, then (A+UV)�1 = A�1�A�1U (I+VA�1U)�1 VA�1

.

Lemma 7 (Wishart Matrix Inversion) [85, Theorem 4] Let A 2 CK⇥K follow

complex Wishart matrix distribution with scale matrix of R 2 RK⇥K and M degrees

of freedom. If M > K, then

E
�
A�1

�
=

R�1

M �K
. (21)

G Proof of Theorem 4

We use a per packet argument. Since infinite bu↵er is assumed in this section, no

packet is dropped and all packets will be successfully received with a variable number

of transmissions due to the potential channel-induced error. For any target error rate

✏, let r be the average number of retransmissions. The sum of the retransmission

latency and transmission time equals

1 +
1X

r=0

Prob (r) r = 1 +
1X

r=0

r (1� ✏) ✏r = 1 +
✏

1� ✏
, (22)

which is a lower bound of the total latency because the queueing latency is ignored.

To finish the proof, we now lower bound ✏ under the long-term power constraint P .
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Under the steady state, the average transmission rate equals to the packet arrival

rate, i.e.,

� = E⇡ [r (1� ✏)] = E⇡ [r] (1� ✏) . (23)

The power function (3.13) is convex on r. We can apply Jensen’s inequality and (3.20)

to obtain a lower bound for the average transmission power as

P = E⇡ [p (r, ✏, �)] �
(

⌧p⌧�

⌧p⌧� + 1

�F
�1
⌘

(✏)

exp
⇥�

⇢

1�✏
� 1
�
logM

⇤ � �

⌧�p⌧ + 1

)�1

. (24)

Function F
�1
⌘

is an inverse CDF and is non-decreasing. From (24), the ✏ is lower

bounded as

F
�1
⌘

(✏) �M
�[1�⇢/(1�✏)]

1 + ⌧p⌧�+1
P�

⌧p⌧�
.

Using the monotonicity of the CDF, a lower bound on the target error rate ✏ is then

✏ � F⌘


1

M (1�⇢)

✓
1

P�
+

1

⌧p⌧�
+

1

P ⌧p⌧�
2

◆�
. (25)

We finish the proof by combining (25) and (22).

H Proof of Lemma 1

We compute the queueing latency by considering the steady state. Under trans-

mission rate adaptation µ
l, the bu↵er length process (3.7) is rewritten as qt+1 =

max [qt + (1� 2 1t)�,�] . The bu↵er length process under µl thus constitutes a Markov

chain with countably infinite states [86]. The distribution of 1t is determined by tar-

get error rate ✏ as Prob (1t = 1) = ✏ and Prob (1t = 0) = 1 � ✏. The state transition

is shown in Fig. 3.5. Denote the steady state distribution of the bu↵er length as ⇡q.
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We then have that

8
>><

>>:

⇡� = (1� ✏) ⇡� + (1� ✏) ⇡2�

⇡i� = ✏⇡(i�1)� + (1� ✏) ⇡(i+1)�, i � 2,

where
P

N

i=0 ⇡i� = 1. The steady state distribution is then computed as

⇡i� =

✓
1� ✏

1� ✏

◆✓
✏

1� ✏

◆i�1

, i = 1, 2, . . . . (26)

Using (26), the average latency is then computed as

1

�
E⇡q

[q] =
1

�

 1X

i=1

⇡i�i�

!
=

1X

i=1

✓
✏

1� ✏

◆i�1

i�
1X

i=1

✓
✏

1� ✏

◆i

i = 1 +
✏

1� 2✏
, (27)

which completes the proof.

I Proof of Theorem 5

We first characterize the gap between latency under LYRRC as

DLYRRC�D⇤ (M) = (DLYRRC � 1)�(D⇤ � 1)  ✏o

1� 2✏o
� ✏o

1� ✏o
=

(✏o)
2

(1� 2✏o) (1� ✏o)
,

(28)

where the last step is obtained via applying Theorem 4 and (25). Equ. (28) provides

the characterization of the latency gap. To finish the proof, it is su�cient to show

that the average power constraint P is satisfied under the large-array simple control.

With utilization factor ⇢ (3.20), the packet arrival rate scales as � = (⇢N logM) /L.

Using the per-frame power (3.13) and the definition of ✏o (3.23), the transmission
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power with rate r is

P
✏o (r) =

✓
1

P
+

�

⌧�p⌧ + 1

◆
1

M⇢(r/��1)
� �

⌧�p⌧ + 1

��1

(29)

Since we assume empty bu↵er at time 0 and constant arrival rate of A, the trans-

mission rates under policy µ
l is either A or 2A. Based on the queue length steady

state characterization (26), we have that Prob(u = A) = ⇡� = 1� ✏o

1�✏o
and Prob(r =

2�) =
P1

i=2 ⇡i� = ✏o

1�✏o
. Conditioning on the rate expression in (29), the average

power under LYRRC is

P
✏o,µ

l

=
1� 2✏o
1� ✏o

P
✏o (�) +

✏o

1� ✏o
P

✏o (2�) =
1� 2✏o
1� ✏o

P +
✏o

1� ✏o
P

✏o (2�) . (30)

We want to show that the power constraint is satisfied, i.e., P ✏o,µ
l  P . Using (29),

the second power consumption term of (30) is upper bounded as

✏o

1� ✏o
P

✏o (2A)  ✏oP
✏o (2�)  ✏oM

⇢
. (31)

Therefore, the su�cient condition (30) is equivalent to

lim
M!1

✏o exp (⇢ logM) = lim
M!1

✏oM
⇢ = 0. (32)

Before proving (32), we first present an upper bound of ✏o. The e↵ective channel gain

⌘ (3.12) is the average of N i.i.d. random variables log . For x < 0, we thus have an

upper bound as

F⌘ (x) = FP
N

n=1 log n
(Nx)  Flog  (Nx) = Pr (  exp (Nx)) , (33)

where the last step is by the definition of CDF. We now upper-bound (33) as the
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follows.

F⌘ (x)  Pr (� E []  exp (Nx)� E [])  Pr (|� E [] | � E []� exp (Nx)) .

Here, the last term denotes the probability that  has a larger deviation (to its mean)

than E []�exp (Nx). Using Chebyshev’s Inequality, a new upper-bound is obtained.

F⌘ (x) 
Var []

(E []� exp (Nx))2
 O

✓
1

(E []� exp (Nx))2
1

M

◆
,M !1

where the last step is by conditions (3.18) and (3.19). By the definition of ✏o, using

the above upper bound proves (32) and completes the proof.

J Proof of Theorem 7

The multi-user mapping (3.31) can be viewed as a scaled version of (3.13) when

⌧ = 1, and we only need to show that n (3.30) satisfies (3.18) and (3.19). With

MMSE estimator, the k-th column of Ĥn are i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables

with zero mean and variance of ⌧p⌧ [k]�[k]
⌧p⌧ [k]�[k]+1 . Therefore, we re-write the per-antenna

gain (3.30) of User k (on Subcarrier n) as

n =
⌧p⌧ [k] � [k]

⌧p⌧ [k] � [k] + 1

1

M [W�1]
kk

, (34)

where W is a K⇥K central complex Wishart matrix with M degrees of freedom and

covariance matrix of I. Since ⌧p⌧ [k]�[k]
⌧p⌧ [k]�[k]+1 is a positive constant, it is su�cient to check

that 1
M [W�1]

kk

satisfies (3.18) and (3.19). We first check the mean condition (3.18)

by Jensen’s inequality as E

h
1

M [W�1]
kk

i
� 1

E[M [W�1]
kk]

. Using the first moments of
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inverse Wishart [87] gives that

E
⇥
M
⇥
W�1

⇤
kk

⇤
=

1

K
E
⇥
Mtr

�
W�1

�⇤
=

M

M �K
. (35)

Therefore, the per-antenna gain is lower bounded by a constant as M ! 1. Recall

that the n in systems with perfect channel case serves as an upper bound. In the

upper bound case, the per-antenna gain expectation is 1 as M !1. Therefore, the

mean condition (3.18) is satisfied.

By random matrix theory [87], the variance of the trace of inverse Wishart satisfies

Var
⇥
tr
�
W�1

�⇤
= E

n⇥
tr
�
W�1

�⇤2o� E
⇥
tr
�
W�1

�⇤2
=

MK�
(M �K)2 � 1

�
(M �K)2

.

Using Taylor’s expansion, we complete the proof by checking the variance condi-

tion (3.19) as

Var


1

M [W�1]
kk

�
=

Var [Mtr (W�1)]
kk

E

h
1

M [W�1]
kk

i4 + o

✓
1

M

◆
= O

✓
1

M

◆
, M !1.

K Proof of Lemma 8

By the used channel model, we have that the maximum achievable rate of SINR can

be rewritten as

log

 
1 +

�kpkvH

k,n
[t] ĥk,n [t] k2

1 + �kpkĥj,n [t] k2
P

j 6=k

1
1+p⌧

!
. (36)

Here, we simplify the expression of the interference from channel mismatch by using

the assumption that the channel error ✏k is i.i.d. Gaussian distributed, which is

isotropic. Finally, by using the random matrix characterization of Wishart matrix [87]

we can translates the SINR (36) into the maximum achievable rate. Finally, Applying
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the continuous mapping theorem [88] completes the proof.
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